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Abstract
Hilbert space representations of cross product *-algebras of the Hopf *-algebras Uqðgl2Þ
with the coordinate algebras #OðC2qÞ and OðR3qÞ of quantum vector spaces, and of Uqðsu2Þ with
the coordinate algebras OðSUqð2ÞÞ and OðS2qÞ of the corresponding quantum spheres, are
investigated and classiﬁed. Invariant states on the coordinate *-algebras are described by two
variants of the quantum trace.
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1. Introduction
Let U be a Hopf *-algebra and let X be a unital right U-module *-algebra. Then
the smash product algebra U#X [M] is a *-algebra which contains U and X as
*-subalgebras. Following the terminology used by operator algebraists we prefer to
call the algebra U#X a cross product algebra and denote it by UrX: The cross
product *-algebra has a natural physical interpretation: We think of X as an algebra
of functions on a ‘‘quantum space’’ on which the elements of U act as ‘‘generalized
differential operators’’. Then UrX can be considered as an algebra of differential
operators with coefﬁcients in X and so as a phase space algebra associated with the
quantum space. Therefore, as is usual in quantum mechanics, Hilbert space
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representations of the phase space *-algebra UrX play a crucial role in the study
of the quantum space.
Suppose there exists a U-invariant state h on X and let ph be the GNS-
representation of h: Then there is a unique closed *-representation of UrX; called
Heisenberg representation and denoted also by ph; such that its restriction toX is the
GNS-representation ph and the cyclic vector vh is U-invariant.
In this paper, we are concerned with cross product algebras of the Hopf *-algebras
Uqðgl2Þ acting on the coordinate algebras #OðC2qÞ and OðR3qÞ of quantum vector spaces,
and of Uqðsu2Þ acting on the coordinate algebras OðSUqð2ÞÞ and OðS2qÞ of the
corresponding quantum unit spheres. (Precise deﬁnitions are given in Section 3.)
The main purpose of this paper is to study Hilbert space representations of these
cross product *-algebras and to use them to describe invariant states on the
coordinate *-algebras.
Representations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðR3qÞ has been constructed ﬁrst in [F] and then in
[CW] by using other methods. We rediscover these representations in Section 6.4.
There are two principal ways to ﬁnd and to classify Hilbert space representations
of the *-algebra UrX: We discuss these methods and some of their applications in
the case Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ: In the ﬁrst approach, we assume that the restriction
pU of a *-representation of UrX to the *-subalgebra U is a ‘‘well-behaved’’
representation of U: For Uqðsu2Þ we require that pU can be expressed as a direct sum
of spin l representations Tl with arbitrary multiplicities. Such *-representations
of Uqðsu2Þ are called integrable. For the Heisenberg representation ph of
Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ the representation pU of Uqðsu2Þ is integrable and the Peter–
Weyl theorem of OðSUqð2ÞÞ gives an explicit decomposition of pU into a direct sum
of representations Tl (see e.g. formula (45) on p. 110 in [KS]). We prove (Theorem
5.5) that any closed *-representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ obtained from an
integrable representation pU of Uqðsu2Þ is a direct sum of copies of the Heisenberg
representation ph: In particular, ph is the only closed irreducible *-representation of
Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ such that its restriction to Uqðsu2Þ is integrable. The
Heisenberg representation ph is used to describe the Haar state h of OðSUqð2ÞÞ as
a quantum trace (Theorem 5.7). More precisely, if Cq is the Casimir element and K is
the group-like generator of Uqðsu2Þ; then there exists a holomorphic function zðzÞ on
zAC; Re z > 1; such that
hðxÞ ¼ zðzÞ1 Tr phðCqÞzphðK2Þ phðxÞ; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
In the second approach, we start with a *-representation of X written in a canonical
form and we try to extend it to a *-representation of UrX: Since elements of U act
as unbounded operators, during this derivation we have to add some regularity
assumptions concerning the unbounded operators. In the case of
Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ; we end up with irreducible representations ðIÞH;e parameter-
ized by numbers eAf1;1g and HAðq1=2; 1: We prove (Theorem 6.2) that (after
extending the domain) the representation ðIÞ1;1 is unitarily equivalent to the
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Heisenberg representation ph: We use the representation ðIÞH;e to express the Haar
state h as a partial quantum trace (Theorem 6.4).
Each of two approaches has its advantage: In the ﬁrst one the generators of
Uqðsu2Þ act in the standard form used in representation theory, while in the second
one the action of the generators of OðSUqð2ÞÞ is given in a canonical form. The
second way yields a larger class of representations ðIÞH;e; because the restriction of
ðIÞH;e to Uqðsu2Þ is not integrable if HAðq1=2; 1Þ:
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 we collect deﬁnitions and general
facts on cross product *-algebras. In Section 3 we deﬁne the cross product algebras
studied in this paper and characterize them in terms of generators and deﬁning
relations. Section 4 contains a number of preliminaries on representations. In Section
4.2 we list the canonical form of representations of the coordinate *-algebras
#OðC2qÞ;
OðR3qÞ; OðSUqð2ÞÞ; and OðS2qÞ as used in Section 6. The main results of the paper are
contained in Sections 5 and 6. Section 5 is concerned with invariant functionals on
the four coordinate *-algebras and with Heisenberg representations of the cross
product algebras. While Section 5 deals with the ﬁrst approach as explained above,
the second approach is developed in Section 6. For the cross product algebras above
and another cross product algebra related to the 3D-calculus on SUqð2Þ the
representations are listed by explicit formulas of the generators.
Background material on quantum groups can be found in [FRT,KS,M], on
unbounded representations in [OS,P,S] and on the quantum SUð2Þ in [KS,VS,Wo].
Let us collect some deﬁnitions and notations used in what follows. The
comultiplication, the counit and the antipode of a Hopf algebra are denoted by D;
E; and S; respectively. For a coaction j and the comultiplication D we freely use the
Sweedler notations jðxÞ ¼ xð1Þ#xð2Þ and DðxÞ ¼ xð1Þ#xð2Þ: If T is an operator on a
Hilbert space, we denote by DðTÞ the domain, by sðTÞ the spectrum, by %T the
closure and by Tn the adjoint of T : A self-adjoint operator A is called strictly
positive if AX0 and ker A ¼ f0g:We write sðAÞLða; b if sðAÞD½a; b and a is not an
eigenvalue of A: We say that two self-adjoint operators strongly commute if their
spectral projections mutually commute. For a vector Z of a Hilbert space H0; we
denote by Zn the vector of H ¼"Nk¼0Hk; Hk :¼H0; which has Z as its nth
component and zero otherwise and we put Z1 :¼ 0: By a *-representation of a *-
algebraX on a dense domainD of a Hilbert space we mean a homomorphism p ofX
into the algebra LðDÞ of linear operators mapping D into itself such that
/pðxÞZ; xS ¼ /Z; pðxnÞxS for xAX; Z; xAD: A *-representation p is called closed
if D is the intersection of domains DðpðxÞÞ; xAX:
Throughout this paper, we suppose that q; pAC; pa0; and qa0; 1;1; and we
abbreviate
l :¼ q  q1; g :¼ ðq þ q1Þ1=2; ln :¼ ð1 q2nÞ1=2;
½kq :¼ l1ðqk  qkÞ:
In Sections 5 and 6 we assume that 0oqo1; p > 0; and pa1:
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2. Cross product algebras: general concepts
Throughout this section, we suppose that U is a Hopf algebra with invertible
antipode and that X is an algebra (without unit in general).
Let X be a right U-module algebra, that is, X is a right U-module with action v
satisfying
ðxyÞvf ¼ ðxvfð1ÞÞðyvfð2ÞÞ; x; yAX; fAU:
Then the vector space U#X is an algebra, called a right cross product algebra and
denoted by UrX; with product deﬁned by
ðg#xÞðf#yÞ ¼ gfð1Þ#ðxvfð2ÞÞy; x; yAX; g; fAU: ð1Þ
Let U0 be a subalgebra and a right coideal (that is, DðU0ÞDU0#U) of the Hopf
algebra U: By (1), the subspace U0#X of U#X is a subalgebra of UrX which we
denote by U0rX: The importance of such algebras stems from the fact that the
unital subalgebra U0 generated by the quantum tangent space of a left-covariant
differential calculus on A is a right coideal of the Hopf dual A
 [KS, Proposition
14.5]. Since A is a right A
-module algebra (with action given by formula (9)), the
algebra U0rA is well deﬁned.
If X has also a unit element, then we can consider X and U0 as subalgebras of
U0rX by identifying f#1 with f and 1#x with x: Then U0rX is the algebra
generated by the two subalgebras U0 and X with respect to the cross commutation
relation
xf ¼ fð1Þðxvfð2ÞÞ; xAX; fAU0; ð2Þ
or equivalently,
fx ¼ ðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞfð1Þ; xAX; fAU0: ð3Þ
Inside the algebraUrX the right actionv of U onX can be nicely expressed by the
right adjoint action of the Hopf algebra U: Recall that for any U-bimodule M the
right adjoint action
adRðf Þm ¼ Sðfð1ÞÞmfð2Þ; fAU; mAM;
is a well-deﬁned right action of U on M: The subalgebra X of UrX is obviously a
U-bimodule. Using (2) we compute
adRðf Þx ¼ Sðfð1ÞÞxfð2Þ ¼ Sðfð1ÞÞfð2Þðxvfð3ÞÞ ¼ Eðfð1ÞÞðxvfð2ÞÞ ¼ xvf : ð4Þ
Let us turn now to *-structures. Suppose that U is a Hopf *-algebra and X is a
right U-module *-algebra. The latter means that X is a right module algebra and a
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*-algebra such that the right action v and the involution * satisfy the compatibility
condition
ðxvf Þn ¼ xnvSðf Þn; xAX; fAU: ð5Þ
Lemma 2.1. Let U0 be *-subalgebra and a right coideal of the Hopf *-algebra U:
Then the algebra U0rX is a *-algebra with involution given by
ðf#xÞn :¼ f nð1Þ#ðxnvf nð2ÞÞ; fAU0; xAX: ð6Þ
Proof. In order to prove that this deﬁnes an algebra involution we use formulas (1)
and (5) and compute
ððg#xÞðf#yÞÞn ¼ðgfð1Þ#ðxvfð2ÞÞyÞn
¼ f nð1Þgnð1Þ#ðynðxvfð3ÞÞnÞvðf nð2Þgnð2ÞÞ
¼ f nð1Þgnð1Þ#ðynvðf nð2Þgnð2ÞÞÞðxnvðSðfð4ÞÞnf nð3Þgnð3ÞÞÞ
¼ f nð1Þgnð1Þ#ððynvf nð2ÞÞvgnð2ÞÞðxnvgnð3ÞÞ
¼ ðf nð1Þ#ynvf nð2ÞÞðgnð1Þ#xnvgnð2ÞÞ
¼ ðf#yÞnðg#xÞn;
ðf#xÞnn ¼ðf nð1Þ#xnvf nð2ÞÞn ¼ fð1Þ#ðxnvf nð3ÞÞnvfð2Þ
¼ fð1Þ#xvðS1ðfð3ÞÞfð2ÞÞ ¼ f#x: &
If X has a unit, then involution (6) reads ðf#xÞn ¼ ð1#xÞnðf#1Þn:
The above deﬁnitions and facts have their left handed counterparts. Suppose that
X is a left module algebra of a Hopf algebra U with left action x: Then the vector
space X#U is an algebra, called a left cross product algebra and denoted by XsU;
with product deﬁned by
ðy#f Þðx#gÞ ¼ yðfð1ÞxxÞ#fð2Þg; x; yAX; f ; gAU:
If U0 is a subalgebra of U which is a left coideal (i.e. DðU0ÞDU#U0Þ; then the
subspace X#U0 is a subalgebra of XsU which is denoted by XsU0: If X has a
unit, then XsU0 can be considered as the algebra generated by the subalgebras X
and U0 with cross relation
fx ¼ ðfð1ÞxxÞfð2Þ; xAX; fAU0: ð7Þ
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If U0 is a *-subalgebra and a left coideal of the Hopf *-algebra U; then the algebra
XsU0 is a *-algebra with involution deﬁned by
ðx#f Þn ¼ ðf nð1ÞxxnÞ#f nð2Þ; xAX; fAU0: ð8Þ
All U-module algebras X occurring in this paper are obtained in the following
manner: Let A be a bialgebra and let /; S : UA-C be a dual pairing of
bialgebrasU andA: IfX is a leftA-comodule algebra with coaction j :X-A#X;
then X is a right U-module algebra with right action
xvf ¼ /f ; xð1ÞSxð2Þ; xAX; fAU: ð9Þ
Then the cross relation (2) reads
xf ¼ fð1Þ/fð2Þ; xð1ÞSxð2Þ; xAX; fAU: ð10Þ
IfX is a left comodule *-algebra of a Hopf *-algebraA and if /; S :UA-C
is a dual pairing of Hopf *-algebras, then X is also a right U-module *-algebra with
right action (9) and so Lemma 2.1 applies.
Similarly, any right A-comodule algebra X is a left U-module algebra with left
action
fxx ¼ xð1Þ/f ; xð2ÞS: ð11Þ
In this case the cross relation (7) can be written as
fx ¼ xð1Þ/fð1Þ; xð2ÞSfð2Þ xAX; fAU: ð12Þ
3. Cross product algebras of the Hopf *-algebras Uqðgl2Þ and Uqðsu2Þ
3.1. OðMqð2ÞÞ; OðSUqð2ÞÞ; Uqðgl2Þ and Uqðsu2Þ
The algebra OðMqð2ÞÞ has four generators a; b; c; d with deﬁning relations
ab ¼ qba; ac ¼ qca; bd ¼ qdb; cd ¼ qdc; bc ¼ cb;
ad  da ¼ lbc: ð13Þ
The element Dq :¼ ad  qbc  da  q1bc is the quantum determinant. It is well
known that OðMqð2ÞÞ is a bialgebra and that its quotient algebra OðSLqð2ÞÞ by the
two-sided ideal generated by Dq  1 is a Hopf algebra.
Let Uqðgl2Þ be the algebra with generators E;F ;K ;L;K1;L1 and deﬁning
relations:
KL ¼ LK ; KK1 ¼ K1K ¼ 1; LL1 ¼ L1L ¼ 1;
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KEK1 ¼ qE; KFK1 ¼ q1F ; LE ¼ EL; LF ¼ FL;
EF  FE ¼ l1ðK2  K2Þ:
The algebra Uqðgl2Þ is a Hopf algebra with structure maps given by
DðEÞ ¼ E#K þ K1#E; DðFÞ ¼ F#K þ K1#F ;
DðKÞ ¼ K#K ; DðLÞ ¼ L#L; EðKÞ ¼ EðLÞ ¼ 1; EðEÞ ¼ EðFÞ ¼ 0;
SðEÞ ¼ qE; SðFÞ ¼ q1F ; SðKÞ ¼ K1;SðLÞ ¼ L1:
The Hopf algebra Uqðsl2Þ is the subalgebra of Uqðgl2Þ generated by E; F ; K
and K1:
There exists a dual pairing /; S of the Hopf algebra Uqðgl2Þ and the bialgebra
OðMqð2ÞÞ: It is determined by the values on the generators K ;L;E;F and a; b; c; d;
respectively. The non-zero values are
/K ; aS ¼/K1; dS ¼ q1=2; /K ; dS ¼ /K1; aS ¼ q1=2;
/E; cS ¼/F ; bS ¼ 1: ð14Þ
/L; aS ¼ /L; dS ¼ p; /L1; aS ¼ /L1; dS ¼ p1: ð15Þ
Moreover, (14) gives a dual pairing of the Hopf algebras Uqðsl2Þ and OðSLqð2ÞÞ:
Suppose in addition that q and p are real. Then OðMqð2ÞÞ is a *-bialgebra,
OðSLqð2ÞÞ is a Hopf *-algebra, denoted by OðSUqð2ÞÞ; and Uqðgl2Þ is a Hopf
*-algebra, denoted again by Uqðgl2Þ; with algebra involutions deﬁned by
an ¼ d; bn ¼ qc and En ¼ F ; Kn ¼ K ; Ln ¼ L1: ð16Þ
The subalgebraUqðsl2Þ ofUqðgl2Þ is a Hopf *-algebra denoted byUqðsu2Þ:Note that
the dual pairing (14)–(15) of Uqðgl2Þ and OðMqð2ÞÞ satisﬁes
/Sðf Þn; xS ¼ /f ; xnS; fAUqðgl2Þ; xAOðMqð2ÞÞ: ð17Þ
3.2. The cross product *-algebras Uqðgl2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ and OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðgl2Þ
Since OðMqð2ÞÞ is a left and right comodule algebra with respect to the
comultiplication, OðMqð2ÞÞ is a right and left Uqðgl2Þ-module algebra with
actions given by (9) and (11), respectively. Hence the cross product algebras
Uqðgl2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ and OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðgl2Þ are well deﬁned.
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By (14), (15) and (10), the generators E;F ;K;L and a; b; c; d satisfy the following
cross relations in the right cross product algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ:
aE ¼ q1=2Ea; bE ¼ q1=2Eb; ð18Þ
cE ¼ q1=2Ec þ K1a; dE ¼ q1=2Ed þ K1b; ð19Þ
aF ¼ q1=2Fa þ K1c; bF ¼ q1=2Fb þ K1d; ð20Þ
cF ¼ q1=2Fc; dF ¼ q1=2Fd; ð21Þ
aK ¼ q1=2Ka; bK ¼ q1=2Kb; cK ¼ q1=2Kc; dK ¼ q1=2Kd; ð22Þ
aL ¼ pLa; bL ¼ pLb; cL ¼ pLc; dL ¼ pLd: ð23Þ
The cross relations of the left cross product algebra OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðgl2Þ are:
Ea ¼ q1=2aE þ bK ; Eb ¼ q1=2bE;
Ec ¼ q1=2cE þ dK ; Ed ¼ q1=2Ed;
Fa ¼ q1=2aF ; Fb ¼ q1=2bF þ aK;
Fc ¼ q1=2cF ; Fd ¼ q1=2dF þ cK ;
Ka ¼ q1=2aK ; Kb ¼ q1=2bK ; Kc ¼ q1=2cK ; Kd ¼ q1=2dK ;
La ¼ paL; Lb ¼ pbL; Lc ¼ pcL; Ld ¼ pdL:
The two cross product algebras are isomorphic as shown by Lemma 3.1.
Suppose that q and p are real. Since the dual pairing of Uqðgl2Þ and OðMqð2ÞÞ
satisﬁes condition (17), OðMqð2ÞÞ is a right Uqðgl2Þ-module *-algebra. Hence,
by Lemma 2.1 and its left handed counterpart, the cross product algebras
Uqðgl2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ and OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðgl2Þ are *-algebras.
Some simple algebraic facts about the above algebras are collected in the next
lemma. Its proof is straightforward and will be omitted.
Lemma 3.1. (i) The quantum determinant Dq ¼ ad  qbc is a central element of the
algebras Uqðsu2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ and OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðsu2Þ:
(ii) There is an algebra isomorphism y of Uqðgl2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ onto
OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðgl2Þ such that
yðaÞ ¼ a; yðdÞ ¼ d; yðbÞ ¼ qc; yðcÞ ¼ q1b; ð24Þ
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yðEÞ ¼ F ; yðFÞ ¼ E; yðKÞ ¼ K1; yðLÞ ¼ L1: ð25Þ
(iii) If q and p are real, then y is a *-isomorphism of the *-algebras
Uqðgl2ÞrOðMqð2ÞÞ and OðMqð2ÞÞsUqðgl2Þ:
Another remarkable property of the isomorphism y is that its inverse y1 is given
by the same formulas as y:
3.3. The cross product *-algebra Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ
In the rest of this section, we suppose that q; pAR; pa0; and 0oqo1:
Let us rename the *-algebra OðMqð2ÞÞ deﬁned above by #OðC2qÞ and set z1 :¼ b and
z2 :¼ d: By restating the deﬁnition of OðMqð2ÞÞ we see that #OðC2qÞ is the *-algebra
with four generators z1; z2; z
n
1 ; z
n
2 and deﬁning relations
z1z2 ¼ qz2z1; z1zn2 ¼ q1zn2z1; zn1zn2 ¼ q1zn2zn1 ; z2zn1 ¼ q1zn1z2;
zn1z1 ¼ z1zn1 ; zn2z2  z2zn2 ¼ ðq2  1Þzn1z1:
The ﬁrst equation z1z2 ¼ qz2z1 is just the deﬁning relation of the coordinate algebra
OðC2qÞ of the quantum plane. The *-algebra #OðC2qÞ introduced above is the left
handed version of the realiﬁcation OðC2qÞRe of the algebra OðC2qÞ as deﬁned in
[KS, p. 391]; see also Proposition 9.1.5 therein.
Let C½Rq be the *-algebra of polynomials in a hermitian generator Rq: It
is easy to check that there exists a unique injective *-homomorphism
c : #OðC2qÞ-OðSUqð2ÞÞ#C½Rq such that
cðz1Þ ¼ bRq; cðz2Þ ¼ dRq: ð26Þ
Clearly, c is not surjective, because Rq is not in the image of c: We shall consider
#OðC2qÞ as a *-subalgebra of OðSUqð2ÞÞ#C½Rq by identifying xA #OðC2qÞ with cðxÞ:
Then we have
R2q ¼ zn1z1 þ zn2z2: ð27Þ
Thus, OðSUqð2ÞÞ is just the coordinate algebra of the quantum unit sphere, which is
obtained by adding to the relations of #OðC2qÞ the equation R2q ¼ 1:
In terms of the generators z1; z2; z
n
1; z
n
2 the cross commutation relations of the right
cross product *-algebra Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ are as follows:
z1E ¼ q1=2Ez1; zn1E ¼ q1=2Ezn1  qK1zn2 ; ð28Þ
z2E ¼ q1=2Ez2 þ K1z1; zn2E ¼ q1=2Ezn2 ; ð29Þ
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z1F ¼ q1=2Fz1 þ K1z2; zn1F ¼ q1=2Fzn1 ; ð30Þ
z2F ¼ q1=2Fz2; zn2F ¼ q1=2Fzn2  q1K1zn1 ; ð31Þ
z1K ¼ q1=2Kz1; zn1K ¼ q1=2Kzn1; z2K ¼ q1=2Kz2;
zn2K ¼ q1=2Kzn2 ; ð32Þ
z1L ¼ pLz1; zn1L ¼ pLzn1 ; z2L ¼ pLz2; zn2L ¼ pLzn2 : ð33Þ
For the element R2qA #OðC2qÞ we have R2qK ¼ KR2q and R2qL ¼ p2LR2q:
3.4. Two cross product *-algebras containing OðSUqð2ÞÞ
Recall that the Hopf *-algebra OðSUqð2ÞÞ is the Hopf algebra OðSLqð2ÞÞ with the
involution given by an ¼ d and bn ¼ qc: Hence OðSUqð2ÞÞ is a right Uqðsu2Þ-
module *-algebra with right action (9). The corresponding right cross product
*-algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ has the cross relations (18)–(22).
We also study another cross product *-algebra of OðSUqð2ÞÞ where Uqðsu2Þ is
replaced by a smaller *-subalgebra. The quantum tangent space of the 3D-calculus
(see [Wo] or [KS, p. 407]) on SUqð2Þ is spanned by the elements
X0 :¼ q1=2FK ; X2 :¼ q1=2EK ; X1 :¼ ð1 q2Þ1ð1 K4Þ
of Uqðsl2Þ: These elements satisfy the relations X n0 ¼ X2; X n0 ¼ X1 and
q2X1X0  q2X0X1 ¼ ð1þ q2ÞX0; ð34Þ
q2X2X1  q2X1X2 ¼ ð1þ q2ÞX2; ð35Þ
qX2X0  q1X0X2 ¼ q1X1: ð36Þ
Let U0 be the unital subalgebra of Uqðsl2Þ generated by the elements X0;X2;X1:
Since the 3D-calculus is a *-calculus on SUqð2Þ; U0 is a *-invariant right coideal of
Uqðsu2Þ; so the *-algebra U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ is well deﬁned. The cross relations of the
generators X0;X2;Y1 :¼ 1 ð1 q2ÞX1 and a; b; c; d of the right cross product *-
algebra U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ read as follows:
aX2 ¼ q1X2a; bX2 ¼ q1X2b; ð37Þ
cX2 ¼ qX2c þ a; dX2 ¼ qX2d þ b; ð38Þ
aX0 ¼ q1X0a þ c; bX0 ¼ q1X0b þ d; ð39Þ
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cX0 ¼ qX0c; dX0 ¼ qX0d; ð40Þ
aY1 ¼ q2Y1a; bY1 ¼ q2Y1b; cY1 ¼ q2Y1c; dY1 ¼ q2Y1d: ð41Þ
3.5. The cross product *-algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ
Let OðR3qÞ be the *-algebra with generators x1; x2; x3; deﬁning relations
x1x2 ¼ q2x2x1; x2x3 ¼ q2x3x2; x3x1  x1x3 ¼ lx22; ð42Þ
and involution xn1 ¼ q1x3; xn2 ¼ x2; see [FRT] or [KS], Proposition 9.14(ii).
This *-algebra is a left and right OðMqð2ÞÞ-comodule *-algebra with left coaction
fLðxiÞ ¼
P
j vijðqÞij#xj and right coaction fRðxiÞ ¼
P
j xj#vji; where the matrix
v ¼ ðvijÞ is
v ¼
a2 q0ab b2
q0ac da þ qbc q0bd
c2 q0cd d2
0
B@
1
CA
and q0 ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2: Note that v is just the matrix of the spin 1 corepresentation of
OðSUqð2ÞÞ when the elements a; b; c; d are taken as generators of OðSUqð2ÞÞ: Thus,
OðR3qÞ is a right and left Uqðgl2Þ-module *-algebra with actions given by (9) and (11).
The right cross product *-algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ has the cross relations:
x1E ¼ q1Ex1; x2E ¼ Ex2  qgK1x1; x3E ¼ qEx3 þ qgK1x2; ð43Þ
x1F ¼ q1Fx1  q1gK1x2; x2F ¼ Fx2 þ q1gK1x3;
x3F ¼ qFx3; ð44Þ
x1K ¼ q1Kx1; x2K ¼ Kx2; x3K ¼ qKx3; ð45Þ
x1L ¼ p2Lx1; x2L ¼ p2Lx2; x3L ¼ p2Lx3: ð46Þ
Some properties of the algebra OðR3qÞ are collected in the following lemma. We
omit the proof.
Lemma 3.2. (i) Q2q :¼ q1x1x3 þ qx3x1 þ x22 ¼ ð1þ q2Þxn3x3 þ q2x22 belongs to the
center of the algebra OðR3qÞ and fLðQ2qÞ ¼ D2q#Q2q:
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(ii) There is an injective *-homomorphism r of OðR3qÞ into #OðC2qÞ such that rðx1Þ ¼
ð1þ q2Þ1=2ðz*22  q1z21Þ; rðx2Þ ¼ zn1zn2 þ z2z1; rðx3Þ ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2ðqz22  z*
2
1 Þ:
(iii) ðid#rÞ3fL ¼ D3r; where D is the comultiplication of OðMqð2ÞÞ ¼ #OðC2qÞ:
(iv) There is a *-isomorphism W of Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ onto OðR3qÞsUqðgl2Þ such that
WðxiÞ ¼ xi; WðEÞ ¼ F ; WðFÞ ¼ E; WðKÞ ¼ K1 and WðLÞ ¼ L1:
From Lemma 3.2(ii) and (iii), it follows that OðR3qÞ and Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ are *-
subalgebras of #OðC2qÞ and Uqðglð2Þr #OðC2qÞ; respectively, if we identify xAOðR3qÞ
and rðxÞA #OðC2qÞ:
The quotient *-algebra OðS2qÞ of OðR3qÞ by the ideal generated by the central
hermitian element Q2q  1 is called the coordinate algebra of the quantum unit sphere
S2q of R
3
q: Let yi denote the image of the generator xi of OðR3qÞ under the quotient
map. The deﬁning relations of the algebra OðS2qÞ are
y1y2 ¼ q2y2y1; y2y3 ¼ q2y3y2; y3y1  y1y3 ¼ ly22;
q1y1y3 þ qy3y1 þ y22 ¼ 1: ð47Þ
The quantum sphere S2q of R
3
q is one of Podles’ quantum spheres S
2
qc: More precisely,
it is the quantum sphere S2qN in [Po] and S
2
q0 in [KS, Section 4.5].
Since fLðQ2qÞ ¼ D2q#Q2q by Lemma 3.2(i), the left coaction fL of OðMqð2ÞÞ on
OðR3qÞ passes to a left coaction of the quotient algebras OðSUqð2ÞÞ on OðS2qÞ: Thus,
OðS2qÞ is a left OðSUqð2ÞÞ-comodule and hence right Uqðsu2Þ-module *-algebra. The
corresponding right cross product *-algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ has the cross relations
(43)–(45) with xi replaced by yi:
Assertions (ii)–(iv) of Lemma 3.2 have their counterparts for the quantum sphere
S2q : The map W from Lemma 3.2(iv) passes to a *-isomorphism of the right and left
cross product *-algebras Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ and OðS2qÞsUqðsu2Þ: There exists an
injective *-isomorphism r from OðS2qÞ into OðSUqð2ÞÞ such that ðid#rÞ3fL ¼ D3r
and
rðy1Þ ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2ða2  q1b2Þ; rðy2Þ ¼ db  qca;
rðy3Þ ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2ðqd2  q2c2Þ:
Thus, if we identify xAOðS2qÞ with rðxÞAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; thenUqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ becomes a
*-subalgebra of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
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Let C½Qq be the *-algebra of polynomials in Qq ¼ Qnq : There is an injective *-
homomorphism c : OðR3qÞ-OðS2qÞ#C½Qq such that cðxiÞ ¼ yiQq; i ¼ 1; 2; 3: By
identifying xAOðR3qÞ with cðxÞ; OðR3qÞ becomes a *-subalgebra of OðS2qÞ#C½Qq:
4. Preliminaries on representations
4.1. Three auxiliary lemmas
In this section q is a positive real number such that qa1:
Lemma 4.1. Up to unitary equivalence each isometry w on a Hilbert space H is of the
following form: There exist Hilbert subspaces Hu and Hs0 of H and a unitary operator
wu on H
u such that w ¼ wu"ws on H ¼Hu"Hs; where Hs ¼"Nn¼0Hsn; Hsn ¼
Hs0; and wsZn ¼ Znþ1; ZnAHsn: This decomposition of w is unique, because Hu ¼TN
n¼0 w
nH and Hs is the closed linear span of wnðker wnÞ; nAN0:
Lemma 4.1 is proved in [SF, Theorem 1.1]. The decomposition w ¼ wu"ws is
called the Wold decomposition of w: The operator wu is the unitary part of w and ws is
a unilateral shift operator of multiplicity dimðHs0Þ:
Lemma 4.2. Let A be a self-adjoint operator and let w be an isometry on a Hilbert
space H such that
qwADAw: ð48Þ
Then the Wold decomposition w ¼ wu"ws on H ¼Hu"Hs reduces the operator A,
that is, there are self-adjoint operators Au on Hu and As on Hs such that A ¼ Au"As;
and we have:
(i) If A is strictly positive, then there exists a self-adjoint operator Au0 on a Hilbert
space Hu0 with sðAu0ÞLðq; 1 if qo1 and sðAu0ÞLðq1; 1 if q > 1 such that, up to
unitary equivalence, Hu ¼"Nn¼NHun; where Hun :¼Hu0;
AuZn ¼ qnAu0Zn; wuZn ¼ Znþ1 for ZnAHun; nAZ:
(ii) There is a self-adjoint operator As0 on the Hilbert space H
s
0 such that
AsZn ¼ qnAs0Zn; wsZn ¼ Znþ1 for ZnAHsn; nAN0:
Proof. From the functional calculus of self-adjoint operators it follows that Eq. (48)
implies that wjðqAÞ ¼ jðAÞw for jALNðRÞ: Therefore, for any jALNðRÞ; the
subspace Hu :¼ TNn¼0 wn H is jðAÞ-invariant, and therefore so is its orthogonal
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complementHs: This implies that A decomposes as A ¼ Au"As with respect to the
orthogonal sum H ¼Hu"Hs:
Let eðmÞ denote the spectral projections of Au: Let Hun :¼ eððqnþ1; qnÞHu and
Aun :¼ AuJHun; nAZ: Since Au is strictly positive, Hu ¼"Nn¼NHun: Since wu is
unitary, (48) implies that Au ¼ qwuAuwnu and hence jðAuÞ ¼ wujðqAuÞwnu for
jALNðRÞ: This yields wuHun ¼Hunþ1: Thus, up to unitary equivalence, we can
assume that Hun ¼Hu0 and wuZn ¼ Znþ1 for ZnAHun: Thus, AuZn ¼ qnwnuAuw*
n
u Zn ¼
qnwnuA
u
0Z0 ¼ qnAu0Zn which proves (i).
Since wsjðqAsÞ ¼ jðAsÞws for jALNðRÞ by (48), jðAsÞ leaves ker wn*s ¼Hs0 þ
?þHsn1 invariant. Since this is true for all jALNðRÞ; it follows that jðAsÞ leaves
each space Hsm invariant. Setting A
s
0 :¼ AsJHs0; relation (48) gives AsZn ¼ qnAs0Zn:
This proves (ii). &
Lemma 4.3. Let x be a closed operator on Hilbert space H: Then we have DðxxnÞ ¼
DðxnxÞ; this domain is dense in H; and the relation
xxn  q2xnx ¼ 1 ð49Þ
holds if and only if x is unitarily equivalent to an orthogonal direct sum of operators of
the following forms:
(I) for any q > 0 : xZn ¼ ðð1 q2nÞ=ð1 q2ÞÞ1=2Zn1 on H ¼"Nn¼0Hn;Hn ¼
H0:
(II)A for 0oqo1 : xZn ¼ ð1 q2Þ1=2anðAÞZn1 on H ¼"Nn¼NHn;Hn ¼H0;
where A is a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space H0 such that
sðAÞLðq2; 1 and anðAÞ :¼ ð1þ q2nAÞ1=2:
(III)u for 0oqo1 : x ¼ ð1 q2Þ1=2u; where u is a unitary operator on H:
Proof. Clearly, the operators x have the stated properties. That all irreducible
operators x are of one of the above form was proved in [CGP]. The general case
follows by decomposition theory or by modifying the proof in [CGP]. &
Representation ðIÞ is usually called the Fock representation. Note that for q > 1
the Fock representation is the only representation of relation (49).
4.2. Representations of the coordinate *-algebras
Suppose that 0oqo1: Let H0 and G be Hilbert spaces and set H ¼"Nn¼0Hn;
where Hn :¼H0: One checks that the following formulas deﬁne *-representations
of the corresponding *-algebras on the Hilbert space G"H:
OðSUqð2ÞÞ: a ¼ v; d ¼ vn; b ¼ c ¼ 0 on G;
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aZn ¼ lnZn1; dZn ¼ lnþ1Znþ1; bZn ¼ qnþ1wZn;
cZn ¼ qnwnZn; ð50Þ
where w and v are unitary operators on H0 and G; respectively.
#OðC2qÞ: z1 ¼ zn1 ¼ 0; z2 ¼ M; zn2 ¼ Mn on G;
z1Zn ¼ qnþ1wAZn; zn1Zn ¼ qnþ1wnAZn; z2Zn ¼ lnþ1AZnþ1;
zn2Zn ¼ lnAZn1; ð51Þ
where M is a normal operator on G; A is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator and
w is a unitary on H0 such that wAw
n ¼ A:
OðS2qÞ: y1 ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2un; y2 ¼ 0; y3 ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2u on G;
y1Zn ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2l2nZn1; y2Zn ¼ q2nþ1wZn; ð52Þ
y3Zn ¼ qð1þ q2Þ1=2l2ðnþ1ÞZnþ1; ð53Þ
where u is a unitary operator on G and w is a self-adjoint unitary on H0:
OðR3qÞ: x1 ¼ q1Mn; x2 ¼ 0; x3 ¼ M on G;
x1Zn ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2l2nAZn1; x2Zn ¼ q2nþ1wAZn; ð54Þ
x3Zn ¼ qð1þ q2Þ1=2l2ðnþ1ÞAZnþ1; ð55Þ
where M is a normal operator on G and A is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator
and w is a self-adjoint unitary on H0 such that wAw
n ¼ A:
Lemma 4.4. Any *-representation of OðSUqð2ÞÞ or OðS2qÞ is up to unitary equivalence
of the above form.
Proof. For OðSUqð2ÞÞ the assertion is Proposition 4.19 in [KS]. We sketch the proof
for OðS2qÞ: The third deﬁning relation of OðS2qÞ yields
yn3y3  y3yn3 ¼ ð1 q2Þy22: ð56Þ
Combining the latter with (47), we obtain
yn3y3  q4y3yn3 ¼ q2ð1 q2Þ: ð57Þ
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By (47), y3 and y2 are bounded. Hence G :¼ ker y2 is reducing and the operator
u :¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2y3JG is unitary on G by (56) and (57).
Assume now that ker y2 ¼ f0g: The representations of relation (57) are given by
Lemma 4.3. For series (II) and (III) the operator yn3y3  y3yn3 is not strictly positive
which contradicts (56). Thus, only the Fock representation (I) is possible, so y3 has
the above form. Let y2 ¼ vjy2j be the polar decomposition of y2: Since y2 is self-
adjoint and ker y2 ¼ f0g; v is self-adjoint and unitary. From the formula for y3 and
(56) we obtain y22Zn ¼ q4nþ2Zn and so jy2jZn ¼ q2nþ1Zn: Since vjy2jvn ¼ jy2j; v leaves
each space Hn invariant. Hence, there are self-adjoint unitaries vn onHn such that
vZn ¼ vnZn: From the relation y2y3 ¼ q2y3y2 it follows that w :¼ v0 ¼ vn for all n: &
Let us turn now to the *-algebras
#OðC2qÞ and OðR3qÞ: Suppose we have a *-
representation of OðSUqð2ÞÞ resp. OðS2qÞ and a (possibly unbounded) self-adjoint
operator R commuting with all representation operators. Obviously, we then obtain
a *-representation of OðSUqð2ÞÞ#C½Rq resp. OðS2qÞ#C½Qq and so of its *-
subalgebra #OðC2qÞ resp. OðR3qÞ on the domain D :¼
TN
n¼0 DðRnÞ which maps Rq resp.
Qq into RJD: We shall think of Rq and Qq as quantum radii of the quantum vector
spaces C2q and R
3
q; respectively. Thus, it is natural to require that these elements are
represented by a positive operator R: Let us call *-representations of
#OðC2qÞ resp.
OðR3qÞ of this form admissible.
It is easy to show that the *-representations of
#OðC2qÞ and OðR3qÞ listed above are
admissible and that any admissible *-representation of
#OðC2qÞ resp. OðR3qÞ is up to
unitary equivalence of the above form.
4.3. Integrable representations of Uqðsu2Þ
For later use let us restate some well-known facts (see e.g. [KS]). The irreducible
unitary corepresentations of OðSUqð2ÞÞ are labeled by numbers lA12N0: By (11), each
such corepresentation gives an irreducible *-representation Tl of Uqðsu2Þ: The *-
representation Tl acts on a ð2l þ 1Þ-dimensional Hilbert space Vl with orthonormal
basis fej; j ¼ l;l þ 1;y; lg by the formulas:
TlðKÞej ¼ qjej; TlðEÞej ¼ ajþ1;lejþ1; TlðFÞej ¼ aj;lej1; ð58Þ
where elþ1 ¼ el1 ¼ 0 and ajl :¼ ð½l þ jq½l  j þ 1qÞ1=2: For the Casimir element
Cq :¼ EF þ l2ðq1K2 þ qK2  2Þ
¼FE þ l2ðqK2 þ q1K2  2Þ; ð59Þ
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we have
TlðCqÞ ¼ ½l þ 1=22q ¼ l2ðqlþ1=2  ql1=2Þ2: ð60Þ
In representation theory (see [Wa, Chapter 5] or [S, Chapter 10]), a *-representation
of a universal enveloping algebra is called integrable if it comes from a unitary
representation of the corresponding connected simply connected Lie group. This
suggest the following deﬁnition.
We say that a closed *-representation of Uqðsu2Þ on a Hilbert space is integrable if
it is a direct sum of *-representations Tl ; lA
1
2
N0: It can be shown that a closed *-
representation p of Uqðsu2Þ is integrable if and only if p is a direct sum of ﬁnite
dimensional *-representations and sðpðKÞÞD½0;þNÞ:
5. Invariant functionals and Heisenberg representations
In the rest of this paper, we assume that 0oqo1; p > 0 and pa1:
5.1. Invariant functionals on coordinate algebras
Let X be a right module algebra of a Hopf algebra U with right action v: A linear
functional h on X is called U-invariant if hðxvf Þ ¼ Eðf ÞhðxÞ for all xAX and fAU:
Suppose X is a left comodule algebra of a Hopf algebra A: A linear functional h
on X is said to be A-invariant if ðid#hÞjðxÞ ¼ hðxÞ1 for xAX or equivalently if
hðxð2ÞÞxð1Þ ¼ hðxÞ1 for xAX:
If /; S : UA-C is a dual pairing of Hopf algebras, then X is a right U-
module algebra with right action (9). In this case the two invariance concepts are not
equivalent, but they are related as follows.
Lemma 5.1. Let h be a linear functional on X:
(i) If h is A-invariant, then h is also U-invariant.
(ii) Suppose that U separates the points of A; that is, if xAA and /f ;xS ¼ 0 for all
fAU; then x ¼ 0: Then h is A-invariant if h is U-invariant.
Proof. (i) is obvious. We verify (ii) and assume that h is U-invariant. By the
U-invariance and (9), we have
hðxvf Þ ¼ /f ; hðxð2ÞÞxð1ÞS ¼ Eðf ÞhðxÞ ¼ /f ; hðxÞ1S
for all fAU and so hðxð2ÞÞxð1Þ ¼ hðxÞ1: &
Now we specialize the preceding to the case U ¼ Uqðsu2Þ and A ¼ OðSUqð2ÞÞ
with the dual pairing given by (14). It is well known (see [KS, p. 113, p. 128]) that
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there is a unique A-invariant linear functional h such that hð1Þ ¼ 1 on each of the
right A-comodule algebras X ¼ OðSUqð2ÞÞ and X ¼ OðS2qÞ: This functional h is a
state on the *-algebra X: For X ¼ OðSUqð2ÞÞ; it is called the Haar state of SUqð2Þ
and explicitly given by
hðarbkclÞ ¼ hðdrbkclÞ ¼ dr0dklð1Þk½k þ 11q ; r; k; lAN0: ð61Þ
Since Uqðsu2Þ separates the points of OðSUqð2ÞÞ (see [KS, 4.4]), Lemma 5.1 applies
and by the preceding we have
Lemma 5.2. There is a unique Uqðsu2Þ-invariant linear functional h on X ¼ OðSUqð2ÞÞ
resp. X ¼ OðS2qÞ satisfying hð1Þ ¼ 1:
Next, we look for Uqðgl2Þ-invariant linear functionals on #OðC2qÞ and OðR3qÞ:
We carry out the construction for #OðC2qÞ: Replacing OðSUqð2ÞÞ by OðS2qÞ and
R2q by Q
2
q; the case of OðR3qÞ is treated completely similarly. Recall that #OðC2qÞ is a *-
subalgebra of OðSUqð2ÞÞ#C½Rq via the *-isomorphism c deﬁned by (26). In
order to ‘‘integrate over the quantum plane’’, we need more functions of Rq
than polynomials. Let F denote the *-algebra of all Borel functions on
ð0;þNÞ: For jAF we write jðRqÞ instead of jðtÞ and consider C½Rq as
a *-subalgebra of F: Then,
#OeðC2qÞ :¼ OðSUqð2ÞÞ#F is a right Uqðgl2Þ-module
*-algebra under the actions ðjvLÞðRqÞ ¼ jðpRqÞ and jvf ¼ Eðf Þj for all
jAF and fAUqðsu2Þ: The cross product *-algebra Uqðgl2Þr #OeðC2qÞ has the
cross relation jðRqÞL ¼ LjðpRqÞ and contains Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ as *-sub-
algebra.
Let m0 be a positive Borel measure supported on the interval ðp; 1 if po1 resp.
ðp1; 1 if p > 1: Let Ccð0;þNÞ denote the continuous function on ð0;þNÞ with
compact support. There is a unique positive Borel measure m on ð0;þNÞ such that
mðpMÞ ¼ pmðMÞ for any Borel subset M of ð0;þNÞ: Then there is a Uqðgl2Þ-
invariant linear functional hm0 on the *-subalgebra OðSUqð2ÞÞ#Ccð0;þNÞ of
#OeðC2qÞ such that
hm0ðxjðRqÞÞ ¼ hðxÞ
Z N
0
jðtÞ dmðtÞ; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; jACcð0;þNÞ:
For instance, if m0 is a Dirac measure dt0 , then m is supported on the points t0p
n;
nAZ; and hm0ðjðRqÞÞ is given by the Jackson integral
hm0ðjðRqÞÞ ¼
Z N
0
jðtÞ dmðtÞ ¼
XþN
n¼0
jðt0pnÞpn:
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5.2. Heisenberg representations of cross product algebras
Let U0rX be a right cross product algebra as in Section 2. It is well known that
there exists a unique homomorphism p of U0rX into the algebra LðXÞ of linear
mappings of X such that pðxÞy ¼ xy and pðf Þy ¼ yvS1ðf Þ for x; yAX and fAU0:
(Indeed, one easily checks that pðxÞpðf Þ ¼ pðfð1ÞÞpðxvfð2ÞÞ; so there is a well deﬁned
(!) homomorphism p with these properties.) In this section, we develop a Hilbert
space version of this algebraic fact.
Suppose X is a *-algebra with unit element. Let h be a state on X; i.e. h is a linear
functional on X such that hðxnxÞX0 for xAX and hð1Þ ¼ 1; and let ph denote the
GNS-representation ph of X (see e.g. [S, Section 8.6]). By the deﬁnition of the GNS-
representation, there is a vector vh in the domain of ph such that Dh ¼ phðXÞvh is
dense in the underlying Hilbert spaceHh; phðxÞðphðyÞvhÞ ¼ phðxyÞvh for x; yAX and
hðxÞ ¼ /phðxÞvh; vhS; xAX: ð62Þ
Proposition 5.3. Let X be a right U-module *-algebra of a Hopf *-algebra U and let
U0 be a unital *-subalgebra and a right coideal of U: Suppose that h is a U0-invariant
state on X: Then there exists a unique *-representation *ph of the *-algebra U0rX on
the domain Dh ¼ phðXÞvh such that *phJX is the GNS-representation of X and
*phðf Þvh ¼ Eðf Þvh for fAU0: For fAU0 and xAX; we have
*phðf ÞðphðxÞvhÞ ¼ phðxvS1ðf ÞÞvh: ð63Þ
Proof. First we show that the linear mapping *phðf Þ given by (63) is well deﬁned. Let
xAX be such that phðxÞvh ¼ 0 and let f ; gAU0: Using (62), (5), and the U0-
invariance of h we obtain
/phðxvS1ðf ÞÞvh; phðxvS1ðgÞÞvhS ¼ hððxvS1ðgÞÞnðxvS1ðf ÞÞÞ
¼ hððxnvgnÞðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞÞEðfð1ÞÞ ¼ hððxnvgnÞðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞvfð1ÞÞ
¼ hððxnvgnfð1ÞÞðxvS1ðfð3ÞÞfð2ÞÞÞ ¼ hððxnvgnf ÞxÞ
¼ /phðxÞvh; phððxnvgnf ÞnÞvhS ¼ 0:
Setting f ¼ g; we get phðxvS1ðf ÞÞvh ¼ 0: Hence the linear mapping *phðf Þ is well
deﬁned by (63).
Obviously, the map f- *phðf Þ is an algebra homomorphism of U0 into LðDhÞ:
From (63) and the deﬁnition of the GNS-representation ph of X it follows easily that
*ph extends to an algebra homomorphism, denoted again by *ph; of U0rX into
LðDhÞ such that *phJX ¼ ph: Next we show that *ph preserves the involution. Let
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fAU0 and x; yAX: Using (62), (63),(5), and the U0-invariance of h we compute
/ *phðf ÞphðxÞvh; phðyÞvhS ¼ /phðynðxvS1ðf ÞÞÞvh; vhS
¼ hðynðxvS1ðf ÞÞÞ
¼ hðynðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞÞEðfð1ÞÞ ¼ hððynðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞvfð1ÞÞ
¼ hððynvfð1ÞÞðxvS1ðfð3ÞÞfð2ÞÞÞ ¼ hððynvf ÞxÞ ¼ hððyvS1ðf nÞÞnxÞ
¼ /phððyvS1ðf nÞÞnxÞvh; vhS ¼ /phðxÞvh; *phðf nÞphðyÞvhS:
This shows that *phJU0 is a *-representation of the *-algebra U0: The restriction of
*ph to X is the GNS-representation and so a *-representation. Since the *-algebra
U0rX is generated by U0 and X (by Lemma 2.1), *ph is a *-representation of the
*-algebra U0rX on the domain Dh:
Finally, we prove the uniqueness assertion. Let p be a representation of U0rX
such that pJX ¼ ph and pðf Þvh ¼ Eðf Þvh: Using (3) and the fact that p is an algebra
homomorphism we obtain
pðf ÞphðxÞvh ¼ pðfxÞvh ¼ pððxvS1ðfð2ÞÞfð1ÞÞvh
¼ pðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞpðfð1ÞÞvh ¼ pðxvS1ðf ÞÞvh ¼ *phðf ÞphðxÞvh
for fAU0 and xAX: That is, we have p ¼ *ph: &
Let us denote the closure of the *-representation *ph of U0rX by ph:
Deﬁnition 5.4. The closed *-representation ph of U0rX deﬁned above is called the
Heisenberg representation or the left regular representation of the cross product
*-algebra U0rX with respect to the U0-invariant state h:
5.3. A uniqueness theorem for the Heisenberg representations of
Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ
By Lemma 5.2 each of the *-algebras OðSUqð2ÞÞ and OðS2qÞ has a unique Uqðsu2Þ-
invariant state. Hence the cross product algebras Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ and
Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ have unique Heisenberg representations ph:
Theorem 5.5.
(i) Suppose that p is a closed *-representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ such that the
restriction to Uqðsu2Þ is integrable. Then p is unitarily equivalent to a direct sum of
Heisenberg representations ph of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
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(ii) The Heisenberg representation ph of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ is irreducible and its
restriction to Uqðsu2Þ is an integrable representation.
An immediate consequence of this theorem is
Corollary 5.6. Let p be a closed *-representation of Uqðsu2ÞrX: Then p is unitarily
equivalent to the Heisenberg representation ph of Uqðsu2ÞrX if and only if p is
irreducible and the restriction of p to Uqðsu2Þ is integrable.
Proof of Theorem 5.5. (i) The crucial step of this proof is to show that there exists a
non-zero vector v0 in the domain D of the representation p such that
pðEÞv0 ¼ pðFÞv0 ¼ 0 and pðKÞv0 ¼ v0: ð64Þ
By assumption, pJUqðsu2Þ is a direct sum of representations Tli ; iAI ; where liA12N0:
Let us take a non-zero lowest weight vector vlAD of weight l in the representation
space of one of these representations Tl ; l ¼ li; iAI : That is, we have pðFÞvl ¼ 0
and pðKÞvl ¼ qlvl : If l ¼ 0; then Tl is the trivial subrepresentation of Uqðsu2Þ and
we are done. If lX1=2; then we put
wl :¼ pðcÞpðEÞvl þ ql3=2½2lqpðaÞvl ;
w0l :¼ pðdÞpðEÞvl þ ql3=2½2lqpðbÞvl :
Using the cross relations of the algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ we derive
pðFÞwl ¼ pðFÞw0l ¼ 0; pðKÞwl ¼ qðl1=2Þwl ; pðKÞw0l ¼ qðl1=2Þw0l :
Further, we have pðaÞw0l  pðbÞwl ¼ pðad  qbcÞpðEÞvl ¼ pðEÞvla0; because we
assumed that lX1=2: Hence at least one of the vectors wl ;wl0 is non-zero. Thus, we
have constructed a non-zero lowest weight vector in the domain of p of weight
ðl  1=2Þ: Proceeding by induction, we obtain after 2l steps a non-zero lowest
weight vector v0AD of weight 0; that is, pðFÞv0 ¼ 0 and pðKÞv0 ¼ v0: Applying
once more the cross relations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ we compute pðEÞw1=2 ¼
pðEÞw01=2 ¼ 0: That is, the vector v0 obtained after the last step satisﬁes also
pðEÞv0 ¼ 0:
After norming we can assume that jjv0jj ¼ 1: Obviously, (64) implies
pðf Þv0 ¼ Eðf Þv0; fAUqðsu2Þ: ð65Þ
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Deﬁne hðxÞ ¼ /pðxÞv0; v0S for xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Using (4) and (62) we obtain
hðxvf Þ ¼/pðadRðf ÞxÞv0; v0S ¼ /pðSðfð1ÞÞÞpðxÞpðfð2ÞÞv0; v0S
¼/pðxÞpðfð2ÞÞv0; pðSðfð1ÞÞnÞv0S
¼/pðxÞEðfð2ÞÞv0; EðSðfð1ÞÞnÞv0S ¼ Eðf Þ/pðxÞv0; v0S ¼ Eðf ÞhðxÞ:
That is, h is a Uqðsu2Þ-invariant linear functional on OðSUqð2ÞÞ such that hð1Þ ¼ 1:
By Lemma 5.2, h is the Haar state of OðSUqð2ÞÞ: Put D0 :¼ pðOðSUqð2ÞÞv0: Let
fAUqðsu2Þ and xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: By (3) and (65), we have
pðf ÞpðxÞv0 ¼ pðfxÞv0 ¼ pððxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞpðfð1ÞÞv0
¼ pðxvS1ðfð2ÞÞÞEðfð1ÞÞv0 ¼ pðxvS1ðf ÞÞv0; ð66Þ
so pðf Þ leaves the domain D0 invariant. Hence D0 is invariant under the
representation p of the whole algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ: By (65), we have
pðf Þv0 ¼ Eðf Þv0: Since hðxÞ ¼ /pðxÞv0; v0S for xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; the restriction of
pJOðSUqð2ÞÞ to the domain D0 is unitarily equivalent to the GNS-representation ph
on Dh ¼ phðOðSUqð2ÞÞvh: Let p0 be the closure of the restriction of the *-
representation p of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ to D0: By the preceding and the uniqueness
assertion of Proposition 5.3, p0 is unitarily equivalent to the Heisenberg
representation ph:
By assumption the representation pJUqðsu2Þ is a direct sum of ﬁnite dimensional
representations Tli ; liA
1
2
N0: Further, the operators pðxÞ; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; are
bounded. From these facts it follows that p decomposes into a direct sum p0"p0;
where p0 satisﬁes again the assumptions of (i). A standard argument based on Zorn’s
Lemma gives the assertion.
(ii) Let t
ðlÞ
ij be the matrix elements of the spin l corepresentation of SUqð2Þ and
Vlj :¼ LinftðlÞij ; i ¼ l;y; lg: By (9) and (63), Vlj is invariant under phðUqðsu2ÞÞ; and
the subrepresentation ofUqðsu2Þ on Vlj is unitarily equivalent to Tl ; lA12N0: Since the
set ftðlÞij ; i; j ¼ l;y; l; lA12N0g is a vector space basis of OðSUqð2ÞÞ by the Peter–
Weyl theorem, phJUqðsu2Þ is a direct sum of representations Tl ; lA12N0: That is,
phJUqðsu2Þ is integrable.
Finally, we prove that ph is irreducible. Assume to the contrary that ph is the direct
sum of non-trivial representations p1 and p2: Since phJUqðsu2Þ is integrable as just
shown, pjJUqðsu2Þ; j ¼ 1; 2; is also integrable. By (i), pj is a direct sum of
Heisenberg representations. Hence ph is unitarily equivalent to a sum of more than
two copies of ph: Then the dimension of the space of Uqðsu2Þ-invariant vectors in
phðOðSUqð2ÞÞvh is larger than one which contradicts the uniqueness of the Haar
functional of SUqð2Þ: &
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5.4. A quantum trace formula for the Haar state of OðSUqð2ÞÞ
If T is a ﬁnite-dimensional representation of Uqðsl2Þ; then the quantum
trace Trqðf Þ :¼ Tr TðK2f Þ; fAUqðsl2Þ; is an adR-invariant linear functional on
Uqðsl2Þ; that is, TrqðadRðf ÞgÞ ¼ Eðf ÞTrqðgÞ for f ; gAUqðsl2Þ: This well-known fact is
based on the trace property and the relation K2Sðf Þ ¼ S1ðf ÞK2: For
representations on inﬁnite-dimensional Hilbert spaces the quantum trace in
the above form does not make sense. In this section and in Section 6.3 we develop
two variants of the quantum trace and describe the Haar state of SUqð2Þ in
this manner.
For zAC; Re z > 1; we deﬁne a holomorphic function
zðzÞ ¼ ðq1  qÞ2z1
XN
n¼1
nðqn2  qn2Þ2zðqn  qnÞ:
Note that q1  q > 0 and qn2  qn2 > 0 for nAN; since 0oqo1: Let C denote the
closure of the operator phðCqÞ; where Cq is the Casimir element (59) of Uqðsu2Þ:
Recall that h is the Haar state of OðSUqð2ÞÞ:
Theorem 5.7. If zAC; Re z > 1; and xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; then the closure of the operator
CzphðK2xÞ is of trace class and we have
hðxÞ ¼ zðzÞ1 TrCzphðK2xÞ: ð67Þ
Proof. The representation phJUqðsu2Þ is the direct sum of 2l þ 1 representations Tl ;
lA1
2
N0: Hence, by (58) and (60), the operators phðKÞ; jphðEÞj; jphðFÞj; and C ¼
phðCqÞ have a common orthonormal basis of eigenvectors with eigenvalues
qj; ajþ1;l ; ajl ; j ¼ l;y; l; each with multiplicity 2l þ 1; and ½l þ 1=22q with multi-
plicity ð2l þ 1Þ2; respectively. Since jajl jpconst: ql ; ½l þ 1=22q pconst: q2l and
phðxÞ; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; is bounded, it follows that the closures of the operators
CzphðK2xÞ; CzphðK1ExÞ and CzphðK1FxÞ are of trace class when Re z > 1:
Thus, hzðxÞ :¼ TrCzphðK2xÞ is well deﬁned for xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ and zAC; Re z > 1:
By the cross relations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ; each element xK1E is of the form
K1Ex0 þ K2x00 with x0; x00AOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Hence the closures of CzphðxK1EÞ and
likewise of CzphðxK1FÞ are also of trace class.
Suppose zAC; Re z > 1; and xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: There is yAOðSUqð2ÞÞ such that
xK ¼ Ky: Using the facts of the preceding paragraph, we conclude
TrC2zphðyK1EÞ ¼ TrCzCzphðyK1EÞ
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¼ TrCzphðyK1EÞCz ¼ TrCzphðyÞphðK1EÞCz
¼ Tr phðK1EÞCzCzphðyÞ ¼ TrC2zphðK1EyÞ:
From (4) and the latter formula we get
h2zðxvEÞ ¼ h2zðadRðEÞxÞ ¼ TrC2zphðK2ðKxE  qExKÞÞ
¼ TrC2zphðyK1E  K1EyÞ
¼ TrC2zphðyK1EÞ  TrC2zphðK1EyÞ ¼ 0:
Similarly, one shows that h2zðxvFÞ ¼ 0 and h2zðxvK71Þ ¼ h2zðxÞ: Hence
h2zðxvf Þ ¼ Eðf Þh2zðxÞ for fAUqðsu2Þ: Thus h2z is a Uqðsu2Þ-invariant linear
functional on OðSUqð2ÞÞ: By Lemma 5.2, h2zð1Þ1h2z is the Haar state h of
OðSUqð2ÞÞ:
Now we compute hzð1Þ for zAC; Re z > 1: The trace of the restriction of the
operator CzphðK2Þ to the invariant subspace Vl is
Xl
i;j¼l
½l þ 1=22zq q2j ¼ ð2l þ 1Þ½l þ 1=22zq ½2l þ 1q:
Summing over lA1
2
N0 or equivalently over n ¼ 2l þ 1AN; we get
hzð1Þ ¼ TrCzphðK2Þ ¼
XN
n¼1
n½n=22zq ½nq ¼ zðzÞ:
By the preceding we have proved that h ¼ hzð1Þ1hz ¼ zðzÞ1hz for zAC; Re z > 2:
Let xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Then, zðzÞhðxÞ and hzðxÞ are holomorphic functions of zAC;
Re z > 1: As just shown, the two functions are equal for Re z > 2: Hence they
coincide also for Re z > 1: &
The function zðzÞ is called the zeta function of the quantum group SUqð2Þ: The
functional hz and so formula (67) can be rewritten as
hzðxÞ ¼ Tr phðxÞ phðK2ÞphðCqÞz ¼ Tr phðCqÞzphðK2Þ phðxÞ:
Note that the operators phðK2ÞphðCqÞz and phðCqÞzphðK2Þ are of trace class if
Re z > 1 and phðxÞ; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; is bounded.
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6. Representations of cross product *-algebras
We now develop the second approach to representations of cross product
algebras. That is, we begin with a *-representation of one of the coordinate *-
algebras OðSUqð2ÞÞ; #OðC2qÞ; and OðR3qÞ as described in Section 4.2 and try to
complete it to a *-representation of the cross product *-algebra. In doing so, we
require that certain relations derived by formal algebraic manipulations hold in the
operator-theoretic sense in the Hilbert space. For notational simplicity, we suppress
the representation and write x for pðxÞ when no confusion can arise. Recall that
0oqo1; p > 0 and pa1:
6.1. Representations of the *-algebra U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ
Suppose we have a *-representation of U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ on a Hilbert space such
that its restriction to OðSUqð2ÞÞ is of the form described in Section 4.2.
We assume that there exist dense linear subspaces E and D0 of G and H0;
respectively, such that vE ¼ E; wD0 ¼ D0 and E"D is invariant under the
Xj ; j ¼ 0; 1; 2; where D ¼ LinfZn; ZAD0; nAN0g:
Step 1. First we show that G ¼ f0g: Since X n2 ¼ X0 and b ¼ c ¼ 0 on G; it follows
from the relations bX2 ¼ q1X2b and cX0 ¼ qX0c that X2 leaves the subspace G
invariant. Thus, cX2j ¼ 0 for jAE: Therefore, since cX2 ¼ qX2c þ a; we obtain
aj ¼ 0 for jAE: Because a ¼ v is unitary on G and E is dense in G; the latter implies
that G ¼ f0g:
Since H0 ¼ ker a; it follows from the relation aY1 ¼ q2Y1a that Y1 leaves H0
invariant, so there is a symmetric operator G0 on H0 such that Y1Z0 ¼
G0Z0; Z0AD0: From d
nY1 ¼ q2nY1dn we conclude that Y1Zn ¼ q2nG0Zn: The
relation cY1 ¼ q2Y1c implies that wnG0Zn ¼ q2G0wnZn:
From the relations aX2 ¼ q1X2a and dX2 ¼ qX2d þ b it follows by induction on n
that X2 mapsHn intoHn þHn1: Hence, there exist linear operators Tn and Rn on
the Hilbert spaceH0 such that X2Zn ¼ TnZn þ RnZn1; ZAD0: Inserting this into the
relation aX2 ¼ q1X2a shows that Tn ¼ q1Tn1: Thus we obtain Tn ¼ qnT0:
Comparing the ðn  1Þth components of the relation bcX2 ¼ X2bc þ ba gives Rn ¼
qnlnl1w: Since bX2 ¼ q1X2b; we obtain wT0 ¼ q1T0w:
We have not yet used the commutation relations (34)–(36) of the generators
X0;X2;X1: Eq. (35) is equivalent to Y1X2 ¼ q4X2Y1: Using the formulas for Y1 and
X2 obtained above we get G0T0 ¼ q4T0G0: Since X0 ¼ Xn2 ; we have X0Zn ¼ Tnn Zn þ
Rnnþ1Znþ1; ZAD0: Inserting the above expressions of X0;X2;Tn;Rn into relation (36)
yields the equation qT0T
n
0  q1Tn0 T0 ¼ l1G0:
Summarizing the ﬁrst step, we have shown that X0;X2;Y1 act as
X2Zn ¼ qnT0Zn þ qnlnl1wZn1; ð68Þ
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X0Zn ¼ qnTn0 Zn þ qn1lnþ1l1wnZnþ1; ð69Þ
Y1Zn ¼ q2nG0Zn; ZAD0; ð70Þ
where the operators T0;G0;w satisfy the consistency conditions:
wG0w
n ¼ q2G0; G0T0 ¼ q4T0G0; wT0wn ¼ q1T0; ð71Þ
qT0T
n
0  q1Tn0 T0 ¼ l1G0 ð72Þ
on the domain D0 ofH0: Conversely, if operators T0;G0;w on the Hilbert spaceH0
are given such that G0 is symmetric, w is unitary and relations (71) and (72) are
fulﬁlled on a dense domain D0 of H0 which is invariant for the operators
T0;T
n
0 ;G0;w; and w
n; then formulas (50), (68)–(70) deﬁne a *-representation of
U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Indeed, by straightforward computations it can be checked that the
deﬁning relations of U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ are satisﬁed.
Step 2: Next we analyze the triple of operators T0;G0;w on the Hilbert spaceH0
satisfying the consistency conditions (71)–(72).
We suppose that the closure of the operator Y1 is self-adjoint. By the above
assumption on the domain, we can suppose that G0 is self-adjoint. Let gðlÞ; lAR;
denote the spectral projections of G0: The Hilbert spaceH0 decomposes into a direct
sum
H0 ¼ gððN; 0ÞÞH0"gðf0gÞH0"gðð0;NÞÞH0 ð73Þ
of reducing subspaces of G0 where G0o0; G0 ¼ 0 and G0 > 0; respectively. Since
wG0w
n ¼ q2G0; the direct sum (73) reduces w as well. Since G0T0 ¼ q4T0G0; we
assume that (73) reduces also T0: Thus, we are lead to study relations (71)–(72) in the
three cases G0 ¼ 0; G0o0; G0 > 0 separately.
Case I: G0 ¼ 0: Then relations (71)–(72) read wT0wn ¼ q1T0 and q2T0Tn0 ¼ Tn0 T0:
Obviously, there is the trivial representation where T0 ¼ 0 and w is arbitrary. Since
ker T0 ¼ ker Tn0 is reducing for T0 and w; we can consider the cases T0 ¼ 0 and
ker T0 ¼ f0g separately. Assume now that ker T0 ¼ f0g and let T0 ¼ v0jT0j be the
polar decomposition of T0: Since ker T0 ¼ ker Tn0 ¼ f0g; v0 is unitary. From
wT0w
n ¼ q1T0 we get wjT0jwn ¼ q1jT0j: The relation q2T0Tn0 ¼ Tn0 T0 implies that
q2v0jT0j2vn0 ¼ jT0j2 and so qv0jT0jvn0 ¼ jT0j: Hence we have wnv0jT0jvn0w ¼
q1wnjT0jw ¼ jT0j: Using the preceding relations and the fact that w and v0 are
unitary, we get wnT0 ¼ wnv0jT0j ¼ jT0jwnv0 ¼ qT0wn ¼ qv0jT0jwn ¼ v0wnjT0j: Since
ker jT0j ¼ ker T0 ¼ f0g; we obtain wnv0 ¼ v0wn and so wv0 ¼ v0w:
Since w is unitary, by Lemma 4.2(i) the relation wjT0jwn ¼ q1jT0j leads to a
representation wzk ¼ zkþ1; jT0jzk ¼ qkA00zk on H0 ¼"Nn¼NH0k; where H0k ¼
H00 and A00 is a self-adjoint operator on the Hilbert space H00 such that
sðA00ÞLðq; 1: The operator wnv0 commutes with jT0j and so with the spectral
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projections of jT0j: Since sðA00ÞLðq; 1; wnv0 leaves each space H0k invariant.
Therefore, since wv0 ¼ v0w; there is a unitary operator v00 on H0k such that v0zk ¼
v00zkþ1; kAZ: Using again the relation q2T0Tn0 ¼ Tn0 T0; it follows that the operator
N :¼ v00A00 on H00 is normal. Thus we have T0zk ¼ qkNzkþ1 with N normal. This
completes the treatment of Case I.
Next we treat the cases G0o0 and G0 > 0: Let us set G0 ¼ dH20 and H0 :¼ ejG0j1=2;
where e; dAf1;1g: Since G0T0 ¼ q4T0G0; it is natural to assume that H0T0 ¼
q2T0H0: (It can be shown that the relation H0T0 ¼ q2T0H0 does not have a non-
trivial solution for H0 > 0:) Set S0 :¼ H10 T0: We rewrite the consistency conditions
in terms of H0;S0;w by formal (!) algebraic manipulations. Since S0 ¼ H10 T0 ¼
q2T0H10 and so S
n
0 ¼ Tn0 H10 ¼ q2H10 Tn0 ; (72) is formally equivalent to
S0S
n
0  q2Sn0S0 ¼ dð1 q2Þ1; ð74Þ
where dAf1;1g: The three relations (71) can be rewritten as
wH0w
n ¼ q1H0; H0S0 ¼ q2S0H0; wS0wn ¼ S0: ð75Þ
We now solve relations (74) and (75) in a rigorous manner.
Case II: G0o0 ðd ¼ 1Þ: Since 0oqo1 and dð1 q2Þ1 > 0; relation (74) has
three series of representations by Lemma 4.3. Let us begin with the Fock
representation. Then we have
S0zk ¼ ð1 q2Þ1lkzk1;Sn0zk ¼ ð1 q2Þ1lkþ1zkþ1 ð76Þ
acting on the direct sum Hilbert space H0 ¼"Nk¼0H0k; where H0k ¼H00: Since
wS0w
n ¼ S0 by (75), w commutes with the spectral projections of S0Sn0 and so w
leaves each space H0k invariant. Hence, by (76), the relation wS0w
n ¼ S0 implies
that there is a unitary w0 onH00 such that wzk ¼ w0zk: The relation H0S0 ¼ q2S0H0
yields H0S
n
0S0 ¼ Sn0S0H0: We assume that the commuting self-adjoint operators H0
and Sn0S0 strongly commute. Then H0 commutes with the spectral projections of
Sn0S0; so H0 leaves H0k; kAN0; invariant. Hence there are positive self-adjoint
operators H0k on H0k such that H0zk ¼ eH0kzk; eAf1;1g: From H0S0 ¼ q2S0H0
we conclude that H0k ¼ q2kH00: Finally, the relation wH0wn ¼ q1H0 implies that
w0H00w
n
0 ¼ q1H00 holds on the Hilbert space H00: Conversely, if the latter is true,
then the preceding formulas deﬁne operators H0;S0;w fulﬁlling (74) and (75). The
representations of the relation w0H00w
n
0 ¼ q1H00 are derived from Lemma 4.2(i).
Now we take the second series of representations of (74). There is a self-adjoint
operator A00 on a Hilbert space H00 such that sðA00ÞLðq2; 1 and
S0zk ¼ ð1 q2Þ1akðA00Þzk1; Sn0zk ¼ ð1 q2Þ1akþ1ðA00Þzkþ1
acting on the Hilbert space H0 ¼"Nk¼NH0k; where H0k ¼H00: Arguing as in
the preceding paragraph, we conclude that there exist a unitary operator w0 and a
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positive self-adjoint operator H00 on the Hilbert space H00 satisfying the relations
A00H00 ¼ H00A00; w0A00wn0 ¼ A00 and w0H00wn0 ¼ q1H00 such that wzk ¼ w0zk and
H0zk ¼ q2keH00zk for zAH00; kAZ: Conversely, if the latter holds, then relations
(74) and (75) are satisﬁed.
Finally, we turn to the third series of representions of (74). Then there is a unitary
operator v0 on H0 such that S0Z ¼ ð1 q2Þ1v0Z; ZAH0: The relation wH0wn ¼
q1H0 leads to wjH0jwn ¼ q1jH0j: Recall that wH0wn ¼ q1H0 by (75), H0 ¼ ejH0j;
where eA f1;1g; and ker H0 ¼ f0g: By Lemma 4.2(i), there is a self-adjoint
operator H00 on a Hilbert spaceH00 such that sðH00ÞLðq; 1 and H0zk ¼ qkeH00zk;
wzk ¼ zkþ1 on H0 ¼"Nk¼NH0k; H0k ¼H00: From H0S0 ¼ q2S0H0 by (75) we
obtain H0v0 ¼ q2v0H0; hence v0w*2 commutes with H0: From this and the relation
v0w ¼ wv0 by (75), it follows that there is a unitary v00 onH00 such that v00H00vn00 ¼
H00 and v0zk ¼ v00zkþ2; kAZ: Conversely, the latter gives indeed a representation of
relations (74) and (75).
Case III: G0 > 0 ðd ¼ 1Þ: Then relation (74) reads
Sn0S0  q2S0Sn0 ¼ q2ð1 q2Þ1: ð77Þ
Since qo1; relation (77) has only the Fock representation by Lemma 4.3. Thus there
is a Hilbert space H00 such that H0 ¼"Nk¼0H0k;H0k ¼H00; and
S0zk ¼ ð1 q2Þ1qk1lkþ1zkþ1;Sn0zk ¼ ð1 q2Þ1qklkzk1:
The other consistency relations (75) are treated in the same manner as for the Fock
representation in Case II. This completes the treatment of Step 2.
Now we bring all the above considerations together. First we insert the
representation of the relation w0H00w
n
0 ¼ q1H00 from Lemma 4.2(i). Then we put
the expressions for the operators S0 ¼ H10 T0;H0 and w derived in the preceding
paragraphs into formulas (68)–(70). In doing so, we ﬁnally obtain the following list
of *-representations of the *-algebra U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
ðI:1Þw: X2Zn ¼ l1qnlnwZn1;
X0Zn ¼ l1qn1lnþ1wnZnþ1;
Y1Zn ¼ 0 on H ¼"Nn¼0 Hn; Hn ¼K:
ðI:2ÞN : X2Znk ¼ qnþkNZn;kþ1 þ l1qnlnZn1;kþ1;
X0Znk ¼ qnþk1NnZn;k1 þ l1qn1lnþ1Znþ1;k1;
Y1Znk ¼ 0 on H ¼"Nn¼0 "Nk¼N Hnk; Hnk ¼K:
ðII:1ÞH;e: X2Znkl ¼ qn2kþlþ1lkl1eHZn;k1;l þ qnl1lnZn1;k;lþ1;
X0Znkl ¼ qn2kþl1lkþ1l1eHZn;kþ1;l þ qn1lnþ1l1Znþ1;k;l1;
Y1Znkl ¼ q2n4kþ2lH2Znkl on
H ¼"Nn;k¼0 "Nl¼N Hnkl ; Hnkl ¼K:
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ðII:2ÞA;H;e: X2Znkl ¼ qn2kþlþ1akðAÞl1eHZn;k1;l þ qnlnl1Zn1;k;lþ1;
X0Znkl ¼ qn2kþl1akþ1ðAÞl1eHZn;kþ1;l þ qn1lnþ1l1Znþ1;k;l1;
Y1Znkl ¼ q2n4kþ2lH2Znkl on
H ¼"Nn¼0 "Nk;l¼N Hnkl ;Hnkl ¼K:
ðII:3ÞH;v;e: X2Znk ¼ qnþkþ1l1eHvZn;kþ2 þ qnlnl1Zn1;kþ1;
X0Znk ¼ qnþk1l1eHvnZn;k2 þ qn1lnþ1l1Znþ1;k1;
Y1Znk ¼ q2nþ2kH2Znk on
H ¼"Nn¼0 "Nk¼N Hnk; Hnk ¼K:
ðIIIÞH;e: X2Znkl ¼ qnþkþllkþ1l1eHZn;kþ1;l þ qnlnl1Zn1;k;lþ1;
X0Znkl ¼ qnþkþl1lkl1eHZn;k1;l þ qn1lnþ1l1Znþ1;k;l1;
Y1Znkl ¼ q2nþ4kþ2lH2Znkl on
H ¼"Nn;k¼0 "Nl¼N Hnkl ; Hnkl ¼K:
Here eAf1;1g; N is a normal operator, A and H are self-adjoint operators, and w
and v are unitaries acting on a Hilbert spaceK such that sðjNjÞLðq; 1; sðAÞLðq2; 1
and sðHÞLðq; 1: Further, AH ¼ HA in ðII:2ÞA;H;e and vH ¼ Hv in ðII:3ÞH;v;e: Series
(I)–(III) correspond to the three cases (I–III) discussed above. To complete the
picture, we state the actions of the generators a; b; c; d:
ðI:1Þw:
aZn ¼ lnZn1; dZn ¼ lnþ1Znþ1; bZn ¼ qnþ1wZn; cZn ¼ qnwnZn:
ðI:2ÞN ; ðII:3ÞH;v;e:
aZnk ¼ lnZn1;k; dZnk ¼ lnþ1Znþ1;k; bZnk ¼ qnþ1Zn;kþ1;
cZnk ¼ qnZn;k1:
ðII:1ÞH;e; ðII:2ÞA;H;e; ðIIIÞH;e:
aZnkl ¼ lnZn1;kl ; dZnkl ¼ lnþ1Znþ1;kl ; bZnkl ¼ qnþ1Znk;lþ1;
cZnkl ¼ qnZnk;l1: ð78Þ
A representation on this list is irreducible if and only if the Hilbert space K has
dimension one. In this case the parameters N;A;H;w; v are complex numbers such
that jNjAðq; 1; AAðq2; 1; HAðq; 1; jwj ¼ 1; and jvj ¼ 1: Representations corre-
sponding to different sets of parameters N;A;H;w; v; e; respectively, or belonging to
different series are not unitarily equivalent.
Recall that the generator Y1 of U0 corresponds to the element K
4 of Uqðsu2Þ:
Hence only the representations ðIIIÞH;e of U0rOðSUqð2ÞÞ extend to *-representa-
tions of the larger *-algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
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6.2. Representations of the *-algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ
The procedure is similar to that in the preceding subsection. Let us suppose that
we have a *-representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ on a Hilbert spaceH such that
its restriction to the *-subalgebra OðSUqð2ÞÞ is of the form given in Section 4.2.
Step 1: As in the preceding subsection we conclude that G ¼ f0g and we assume
that the operator K is essentially self-adjoint. From the relation aK ¼ q1=2Ka and
dK ¼ q1=2Kd it follows that there is an invertible self-adjoint operator K0 on H0
such that KZn ¼ qn=2K0Zn: Since bK ¼ q1=2Kb; we have wK0Zn ¼ q1=2K0wZn: The
relation dE ¼ q1=2Ed þ K1b implies that E is of the form EZn ¼ TnZn þ
RnZn1; ZAD0; where Tn and Rn are linear operators on H0: From aE ¼ q1=2Ea
we get Tn ¼ qn=2T0 and from daE ¼ Eda þ q1=2K1ba we derive that Rn ¼
qn=2lnl1K10 w: The relations bE ¼ q1=2Eb and KE ¼ qEK yield wT0 ¼ q1=2T0w
and K0T0 ¼ qT0K0; respectively. The deﬁning relation EF  FE  EEn  EnE ¼
l1ðK2  K2Þ leads to T0Tn0  Tn0 T0 ¼ l1K20 : We rewrite this in terms of
S0 :¼ K10 T0:
The operators E;F ;K act as
EZn ¼ qn=2K0S0Zn þ qn=2lnl1K10 wZn1; ð79Þ
FZn ¼ qn=2Sn0K0Zn þ qðnþ1Þ=2lnþ1l1wnK10 Znþ1; ð80Þ
KZn ¼ qn=2K0Zn; ð81Þ
where the operators S0;K0;w satisfy the consistency conditions:
Sn0S0  q2S0Sn0 ¼ ðqð1 q2ÞÞ1; ð82Þ
wK0w
n ¼ q1=2K0; K0S0 ¼ qS0K0; wS0wn ¼ S0: ð83Þ
Conversely, if (82) and (83) are fulﬁlled, then the operators E;F ;K deﬁned by
(79)–(81) satisfy the deﬁning relations of the algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
Step 2: Next we investigate the consistency relations (82) and (83). Since 0oqo1;
by Lemma 4.3 relation (82) has only the Fock representation (see also Case III in
6.1). Hence there is a Hilbert space H00 such that H0 ¼"Nk¼0H0k;H0k ¼H00;
and
S0zk ¼ q1=2l1qk1lkþ1zkþ1; Sn0zk ¼ q1=2l1qklkzk1:
Arguing as in the preceding subsection, it follows from (83) that there are a
unitary operator w0 and an invertible self-adjoint operator K00 on H00 satisfying
w0K00w
n
0 ¼ q1=2K00 such that wzk ¼ w0zk and K0zk ¼ qkK00zk; zAH00: Using the
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representations of the relation w0K00w
n
0 ¼ q1=2K00 from Lemma 4.2(i) and inserting
the preceding into formulas (79)–(81) we obtain the following series of *-
representations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
ðIÞH;e:
EZnkl ¼ qðnlþ1Þ=2lkþ1l1eHZn;kþ1;l
þ qðnþ2kþlþ1Þ=2lnl1eH1Zn1;k;lþ1;
FZnkl ¼ qðnlþ1Þ=2lkl1eHZn;k1;l
þ qðnþ2kþlþ1Þ=2lnþ1l1eH1Znþ1;k;l1;
KZnkl ¼ qðnþ2kþlÞ=2eHZnkl :
Here eAf1;1g and H is a self-adjoint operator on a Hilbert space K such that
sðHÞLðq1=2; 1: The representation Hilbert space is the direct sum H ¼
"Nn;k¼0"
N
l¼NHnkl ; where Hnkl ¼K: The action of a; b; c; d is given by (78).
The representation ðIÞH;e is irreducible if and only if K ¼ C: Two such
representation ðIÞH;e and ðIÞH 0;e0 are unitarily equivalent if and only if H ¼ H 0
and e ¼ e0:
In the rest of this section, we assume that K ¼ C and we study the irreducible
representation ðIÞH;e; HAðq1=2; 1; more in detail. Since the representation ðIÞH;e goes
into ðIÞH;e if the generators E;F ;K of Uqðsu2Þ are replaced by their negatives, we
can restrict ourselves to ðIÞH;1: If Ha1; then the operator K has eigenvalues different
from qj=2; jAZ; and hence the corresponding representation of Uqðsu2Þ is not
integrable.
Fix a unit vector Z ofK ¼ C: Let E;F ;K ;K1 denote the operators of the series
ðIÞH;1 deﬁned on the dense domain
D0 :¼ LinfZnkl ; n; kAN0; lAZg
of H and let %E; %F; %K;K1 denote their closures. A crucial role plays the vector
v0 :¼
XN
n¼0
ðqÞnH2nZn;n;n:
Lemma 6.1. For the representation ðIÞH;1; the vector v0 belongs to the intersection
of domains Dð %EÞ-Dð %FÞ-Dð %KÞ-DðK1Þ and we have %Ev0 ¼ 0; %Kv0 ¼ Hv0;
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K1v0 ¼ H1v0;
%Fv0 ¼ l1q1=2
XN
n¼1
ð1ÞnlnH2nðH  H3ÞZn;n1;n:
In particular, %Fv0 ¼ 0 if H ¼ 1 and %Fv0a0 if Ha1:
Proof. We prove that v0ADð %EÞ and %Ev0 ¼ 0: We set
vtkm :¼
Xk1
n¼0
ð1ÞnqnH2nZn;n;n
þ
Xm
n¼0
ð1ÞkþntnqkþnH2ðkþnÞZkþn;kþn;kn
for k;mAN; tAð0; 1Þ: Clearly, vtkmAD0: By the formula for E we compute
q1=2lEvtkm ¼
Xm1
n0
fð1Þkþnð1 tÞtnlkþnþ1H2ðkþnÞþ1Zkþn;kþnþ1;kng
þ ð1Þkþmtmlkþmþ1H2ðkþmÞþ1Zkþm;kþmþ1;km:
Using the facts that t;H; li are in ð0; 1 we estimate
jjv0  vtkmjjp
XN
n¼k
qnH2n þ
Xm
n¼0
tnqkþnH2ðkþnÞp2ð1 qÞ1qk;
ql2jjEvtkmjj2p
Xm1
n0
t2kð1 tÞ2H4ðkþnÞþ2 þ t2mH4ðkþmÞþ2
p ð1 tÞð1þ tÞ1 þ t2m:
Let E > 0: For large kAN we have jjv0  vtkmjjoE: Now we choose tAð0; 1Þ such that
ð1 tÞð1þ tÞ1oE: Then we take mAN such that t2moE: Thus, we have
ql2jjEvtkmjj2o2E: This shows that v0ADð %EÞ and %Ev0 ¼ 0: The assertion for F
follows in a similar manner by a slight modiﬁcation of the preceding reasoning.
Since K71vtkm ¼ H71vtkm; we conclude that v0ADðK71Þ; %Kv0 ¼ Hv0 and K1v0 ¼
H1v0: &
If we apply the formula for F formally to the vector %Fv0; we obtain
XN
n¼2
l2q1ð1Þnln1ðln  ln1q2H4ÞðH2  H2Þðq1H2ÞnZn;n2;n:
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If Ha1; then limn-N ðln  ln1q2H4Þ ¼ 1 q2H4 > 0 and q1H2 > 1 because
HAðq1=2; 1; so this series does not belong to the Hilbert space. By a more
precise argument it can be shown that in the case Ha1 the vector v0 is not in the
domain of F 2:
Now suppose that H ¼ 1: Then, by Lemma 6.1, %Ev0 ¼ %Fv0 ¼ 0 and %Kv0 ¼
K1v0 ¼ v0: These relations are the key in order to prove that, roughly speaking, the
representation ðIÞ1;1 is the Heisenberg representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ: In
order to do so, we have to pass to a larger domain which contains the vector v0:
Theorem 6.2. There is a unique *-representation p of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ on the
dense domain D ¼ OðSUqð2ÞÞv0 of H such that
pðEÞD %E; pðFÞD %F; pðK71ÞDK71
and
pðxÞ ¼ x; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ;
where all operators are given by the formulas of ðIÞ1;1: The closure of this
representation p is unitarily equivalent to the Heisenberg representation ph of the
cross product *-algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
Proof. Recall that for f ¼ E and xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ relation (3) of the cross product
algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ reads
Ex ¼ /K1; xð1ÞSxð2ÞE  q1/E; xð1ÞSxð2ÞK1: ð84Þ
Since ðIÞ1;1 is a representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ; this formula remains valid
for the corresponding operators on D0: By the proof of Lemma 6.1, there exists a
sequence of vectors wkAD0; kAN; such that Ewk- %Ev0 ¼ 0 and K1wk-K1v0 ¼
v0: We apply both sides of (84) to wk and pass to the limit k-N: Since the operators
of OðSUqð2ÞÞ are bounded, we obtain
%Exv0 ¼ q1/E; xð1ÞSxð2Þv0 ¼ ðxvS1ðEÞÞv0:
Similarly, we get
%Fxv0 ¼ ðxvS1ðFÞÞv0 and K71xv0 ¼ ðxvS1ðK71ÞÞv0:
Since v is a right action of Uqðsu2Þ on OðSUqð2ÞÞ; it follows from these formulas
that there is a *-representation p0 of Uqðsu2Þ on D such that p0ðf ÞD %f for
f ¼ E;F ;K ;K1 and
p0ðf Þxv0 ¼ ðxvS1ðf ÞÞv0; fAUqðsu2Þ; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: ð85Þ
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By (85), there is a *-representation p of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ such that pðf Þ ¼ p0ðf Þ
for fAUqðsu2Þ and pðxÞ ¼ x for xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Since pðf Þv0 ¼ Eðf Þv0 by (85), the
linear functional h on OðSUqð2ÞÞ deﬁned by hðÞ ¼ jjv0jj2/pðÞv0; v0S is Uqðsu2Þ-
invariant and satisﬁes hð1Þ ¼ 1: By Lemma 5.2, h is the Haar state of OðSUqð2ÞÞ: By
the uniqueness assertion of Proposition 5.3, the closure of p is unitarily equivalent to
the Heisenberg representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Since the representation
ðIÞ1;1 is irreducible, it follows from [S], Proposition 8.3.11(i), that D is dense
in H: &
6.3. The Haar state of OðSUqð2ÞÞ as a partial quantum trace
In this section, we use the *-representation ðIÞH;e of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ to
develop another approach to the Haar state h of OðSUqð2ÞÞ: We ﬁx a unit vector
ZAK and deﬁne a linear functional h0 on OðSUqð2ÞÞ by
h0ðxÞ ¼ ð1 q2Þ
XN
n¼0
q2n/xZn;0;n; Zn;0;nS; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ:
Using (78) it is easy to compute h0ðxÞ on monomials x ¼ aibrcs; djbrcs and to see that
it coincides with hðxÞ given by formula (61). Thus, h0 ¼ h: Hence h0 is Uqðsu2Þ-
invariant because h is so. We will give an independent proof of the Uqðsu2Þ-
invariance of h0 by using the cross product algebra Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ: From now
on we assume that K ¼ C: Recall that HAðq1=2; 1 and eAf1;1g:
Let P be the orthogonal projection of H on the closure of the subspace
D ¼ Linfen :¼ Zn;0;n ; nAN0g
and let P be the set of operators T deﬁned on D for which the closure of PTP is of
trace class on H: We set
TrP T :¼ Tr PTP; TAP:
The main ingredient of our invariance proof is the following partial trace property of
the functional TrP:
Lemma 6.3. For xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ and fAfEK1;FK1;K1g; we have fx; xfAP and
TrP fx ¼ TrP xf :
Proof. Since fen; nAN0g is a orthonormal basis of PH; we have
TrP T ¼
XN
n¼0
/Ten; enS: ð86Þ
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Set a#k :¼ ak; a#ðkÞ :¼ a*k; c#k :¼ ck; c#ðkÞ :¼ c*k for kAN0: It sufﬁces to prove the
assertion for x ¼ a#kc#lðcncÞj; k; lAZ; jAN0; because OðSUqð2ÞÞ is the linear span of
these elements. First let f ¼ K1: If ka0 or la0; then TrP K1x ¼ TrP xK1 ¼ 0
since K1xZn;0;n; xK1Zn;0;nAHnk;0;nl : If k ¼ l ¼ 0; then PK1xPen ¼
PxK1Pen ¼ qð2jþ1Þnen: Hence the assertion holds for f ¼ K1:
Let f ¼ EK1: The operator EK1 on D0 can by written as EK1 ¼ S þ
q3=2l1c1aK2; where S maps en ¼ Zn;0;n on multiples of Zn;1;n: Hence we have
PSxP ¼ PxSP ¼ 0: Thus it sufﬁces to prove the assertion for f ¼ c1aK2: If
ka 1 or la1; then TrP c1aK2x ¼ TrP xc1aK2 ¼ 0 since c1aK2xZn;0;n
and xc1aK2Zn;0;n are in Hnk1;0;nlþ1: Now let k ¼ 1; l ¼ 1: Then,
c1aK2x ¼ q2ðcncÞjK2  q4ðcncÞjþ1K2;
xc1aK2 ¼ q2jðcncÞjK2  q2jðcncÞjþ1K2:
Since TrPðcncÞmK2 ¼ H2ð1 q2mþ2Þ1 by (86), it follows from these identities that
TrP c
1aK2x ¼ TrP xc1aK2:
The proof for f ¼ FK1 is similar. &
Theorem 6.4. The functional h0ðxÞ ¼ ð1 q2ÞH2TrP K2x; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; is Uqðsu2Þ-
invariant and satisfies h0ð1Þ ¼ 1: In particular, it is the Haar state of OðSUqð2ÞÞ:
Proof. Since K2en ¼ q2nH2en; h0ðxÞ ¼ ð1 q2ÞH2TrP K2x by (86). Let
xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ: There is an element yAOðSUqð2ÞÞ such that xK ¼ Ky: Then
we have
h0ðxvEÞ ¼ h0ðadRðEÞxÞ ¼ h0ðKxE  qExKÞ
¼ q1ðh0ðK2yEK1Þ  h0ðK2EK1yÞÞ
¼ q1ð1 q2ÞH2ðTrP yEK1  TrP EK1yÞ ¼ 0
by Lemma 6.3. Similarly, h0ðxvFÞ ¼ 0 and h0ðxvK71Þ ¼ h0ðxÞ; so h0 is Uqðsu2Þ-
invariant. &
Remark 6.5. In fact, if fkng and flng are arbitrary sequences from N0 and Z;
respectively, then the Haar state h of OðSUqð2ÞÞ can be written as
hðxÞ ¼ ð1 q2Þ
XN
n¼0
q2n/xZn;kn;ln ; Zn;kn;lnS:
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6.4. Representations of the *-algebra Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ
We argue similarly as in the preceding two subsections and begin with a *-
representation of the *-algebra Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ such that its restriction to #OðC2qÞ is
admissible and hence of the form described in Section 4.2.
Since G is the kernel of z1 and z
n
1 ; it follows from (28), (30) and (32) that G is also
the kernel of z2 and z
n
2 and that the representation leaves G invariant. On G we have
z1 ¼ zn1 ¼ z2 ¼ zn2 ¼ 0 and an arbitrary *-representation of Uqðgl2Þ: Such a *-
representation of Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ will be called trivial.
From now on we assume that G ¼ f0g: Since wAwn ¼ A by assumption, the
operator N :¼ wA is normal. The only differences to the *-algebra
Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ are the strictly positive operator A and the additional
generator L which satisﬁes (33) and belongs to the center of the algebra Uqðgl2Þ:
From the relation zn2L ¼ pLzn2 and the fact that L is unitary it follows that L leaves
each spaceHn invariant. Hence there are unitaries Ln onHn such that LZn ¼ LnZn:
From zn1z1L ¼ p2Lzn1z1 we get A2Ln ¼ p2LnA2 and so LnnALn ¼ pA: Combining the
latter with the relations z2L ¼ pLz2 and z1L ¼ pLz1 and using the fact that ker A ¼
f0g we derive that Ln ¼ L0 for all n and that wL0wn ¼ L0: Since L commutes with E;
L0 commutes with T0 and K0: The relation z1E ¼ q1=2Ez1 implies AT0 ¼ T0A and
AK0 ¼ K0A: Summarizing, it follows that the operators E;F ;K ;L act as
EZn ¼ qn=2T0Zn þ l1lnqn=2K10 wZn1; ð87Þ
FZn ¼ qn=2Tn0 Zn þ l1lnþ1qðnþ1Þ=2wnK10 Znþ1; ð88Þ
KZn ¼ qn=2K0Zn;LZn ¼ L0Zn; ð89Þ
where w;L0;T0 and K0 are operators on the Hilbert spaceH0 such that w and L0 are
unitaries, K0 is invertible and self-adjoint, and the conditions
wK0w
n ¼ q1=2K0; K0T0 ¼ qT0K0; wT0wn ¼ q1=2T0;
wL0 ¼ L0w; ð90Þ
T0T
n
0  Tn0 T0 ¼ l1K20 ; ð91Þ
wAwn ¼ A; AT0 ¼ T0A; AK0 ¼ K0A; ð92Þ
L0AL
n
0 ¼ p1A; L0K0Ln0 ¼ K0; L0T0Ln0 ¼ T0; ð93Þ
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hold. Here A is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator on H0: Conversely, if
operators w;A;L0;T0 and K0 on a Hilbert space H0 are given satisfying the
preceding conditions (say on an invariant dense domain D0 of H0 such that
K0D0 ¼ D0), then above formulas deﬁne a *-representation of Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ:
Note that the operators T0;K0 and w satisfy precisely the same relations as in case
of Uqðsu2ÞrOðSUqð2ÞÞ: Proceeding as in Section 6.2 we obtain the following list of
non-trivial *-representations of Uqðgl2Þr #OðC2qÞ:
ðIÞH;B;e:
EZnklj ¼  qðnlþ1Þ=2lkþ1l1eHZn;kþ1;l;j
þ qðnþ2kþlþ1Þ=2lnl1eH1Zn1;k;lþ1;j ;
FZnklj ¼  qðnlþ1Þ=2lkl1eHZn;k1;l;j
þ qðnþ2kþlþ1Þ=2lnþ1l1eH1Znþ1;k;l1;j;
KZnklj ¼ qðn2klÞ=2eHZnklj ; LZnklj ¼ Znkl;jþ1;
z1Znklj ¼ qnþ1pjBZnk;lþ1;j; zn1Znklj ¼ qnþ1pjBZnk;l1;j;
z2Znklj ¼ lnþ1pjBZnþ1;klj; zn2Znklj ¼ lnpjBZn1;klj;
where eAf1; 1g: The parameters H and B denote self-adjoint operators acting on a
Hilbert spaceK such that sðHÞLðq1=2; 1 and sðBÞLðp; 1 if po1 resp. sðBÞL½1; pÞ
if p > 1: The underlying Hilbert space is the direct sumH ¼"Nn;k¼0"Nl;j¼NHnklj ;
where Hnklj ¼K: Representations corresponding to different sets fH;B; eg of
parameters are not unitarily equivalent. A representation of this series is irreducible
if and only if K ¼ C:
The representations of the *-subalgebra Uqðsu2Þr #OðC2qÞ are obtained by the
same formulas as above when the last index j; the constants pj ; and the operator L
are omitted. In this case B is strictly positive self-adjoint operator.
6.5. Representations of the *-algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ
Suppose we have a *-representation of the *-algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ: From the
deﬁning relations of the algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ it follows easily that the subspace
K0 :¼ ker x2 is invariant under all generators and that x1 ¼ x3 ¼ 0 on K0: On K0
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we can have an arbitrary *-representation of Uqðgl2Þ: Such a *-representation of
Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ is called trivial.
Step 1: From now we assume that ker x2 ¼ f0g and that the restriction of the *-
representation to OðR3qÞ is admissible, that is, it is of the form given in Section 4.2.
Since ker xn1 ¼H0 þ?þHn1; the relation x1K ¼ q1Kx1 implies that K leaves
the subspace H0 þ?þHn1 invariant. Since K is symmetric, K leaves Hn
invariant so that there are operators Kn onH0 such that KZn ¼ KnZn: The hermitian
elements K and Q2q of the algebra Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ commute. We assume that the
corresponding self-adjoint operators strongly commute. This implies that AKn ¼
KnA on H0: Combining the latter with the relation x3K ¼ qKx3; we derive Kn ¼
qnK0: A slight modiﬁcation of this reasoning shows that the operator L acts as
LZn ¼ L0Zn; where L0 is a unitary operator on H0 such that Ln0AL0 ¼ p2A: From
(45) and (46) it follows that wK0 ¼ K0w and wL0 ¼ L0w:
Using the relations x1E ¼ q1Ex1 and x3E ¼ qEx3 þ qgK2x2 it can be shown by
induction on n that E mapsHn intoHn1 þHn: Write EZn ¼ TnZn þ SnZn1; where
Tn and Sn are operators onH0: Since E commutes with Q
2
q; we get A
2Sn ¼ SnA2 and
A2Tn ¼ TnA2: We assume that ATn ¼ TnA: From A2Sn ¼ SnA2 and the relation
x1x3E ¼ Ex1x3 þ q2gK1x1x2 we obtain by comparing coefﬁcients
Sn ¼ q1=2qnl1l2nK10 w:
From x1E ¼ q1Ex1 it follows that Tn ¼ qnT0: The relations KE ¼ qEK ; LE ¼
EL;LK ¼ KL and x2E ¼ Ex2  qgK1x1 give K0T0 ¼ qT0K0;L0T0 ¼ T0L0;L0K0 ¼
K0L0 and wT0 ¼ T0w; respectively. Inserting the expressions of E and K
into the equation EEn  EnE ¼ l1ðK2  K2Þ; we derive T0Tn0  Tn0 T0 ¼ l1
ðK20 þ q2K20 Þ:
We now summarize the preceding. The operators E;F ;K and L act as
EZn ¼ qnT0Zn þ q1=2qnl1l2nK10 wZn1; ð94Þ
FZn ¼ qnTn0 Zn þ q3=2qnl1l2ðnþ1ÞK10 wZnþ1; ð95Þ
KZn ¼ qnK0Zn; LZn ¼ L0Zn; ð96Þ
where the operators T0;K0;L0 and A satisfy the consistency conditions:
Tn0 T0  T0Tn0 ¼ l1ðK20 þ q2K20 Þ; ð97Þ
K0T0 ¼ qT0K0; L0T0 ¼ T0L0; L0K0 ¼ K0L0; ð98Þ
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AT0 ¼ T0A; AK0 ¼ K0A; L0ALn0 ¼ p2A; ð99Þ
wT0 ¼ T0w; wK0 ¼ K0w; wL0 ¼ L0w; wA ¼ Aw: ð100Þ
Conversely, if we have two self-adjoint operators A; K0; a unitary operator L0; a self-
adjoint unitary w and an operator T0 on H0 satisfying (97)–(100), then formulas
(54)–(55) and (94)–(96) deﬁne a *-representation of Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ:
Step 2: Now we analyze relations (97)–(99). Let T0 ¼ vjT0j be the polar
decomposition of the closed operator T0: From (97) we conclude that ker ðTn0 T0Þ ¼
f0g and so ker v ¼ ker jT0j ¼ f0g: Hence v is an isometry. From K0T0 ¼ qT0K0 we
get K0T
n
0 T0 ¼ Tn0 T0K0: We assume that K0 and Tn0 T0 are strongly commuting self-
adjoint operators. Then K0jT0j ¼ jT0jK0 and hence qvK0 ¼ K0v: Let v ¼ vu"vs on
H ¼Hu"Hs be the Wold decomposition of the isometry v from Lemma 4.1.
Since vnv ¼ 1 and T0Tn0 ¼ vTn0 T0vn; (97) yields
Tn0 T0v
n ¼ vTn0 T0vn1  l1ðK20 þ q2K20 Þvn; nAN:
Since qvK0 ¼ K0v; by Lemma 4.2Hu reduces K0:Using this fact, we deduce from the
preceding identity that Tn0 T0 leavesH
u ¼ TNn¼0 vnH invariant. We assume thatHu
is even reducing for Tn0 T0: ThenH
u is also reducing for T0 and T
n
0 : Let us denote the
restrictions of K0; T0 and T
n
0 by the same symbols. For the unitary part vu of v it
follows from (97) that
0o vnujT0j2v*
n
u ¼ jT0j2 þ l1
Xn1
k¼0
ðq2kK20 þ q2ðk1ÞK20 Þ
¼ jT0j2  ql2ð1 q2nÞðq2nK20 þ K20 Þ
for all nAN: Letting n-N we conclude that the latter is only possible when
Hu ¼ f0g: That is, we have v ¼ vs and H ¼Hs:
The operator relation qvK0 ¼ K0v is treated by Lemma 4.2(ii). Then there is an
invertible self-adjoint operator H on H00 such that vzk ¼ zkþ1; K0zk ¼ qkHzk on
H0 ¼"Nk¼0H0k; H0k ¼H00: Since ker Tn0 ¼ ker vn ¼H00; Eq. (97) gives
jT0j2z0 ¼ l1ðH2 þ q2H2Þz0: Using (97) and the fact that K0v ¼ qvK0 we
compute
jT0j2zk ¼ jT0j2vkz0 ¼ vk jT0j2  l1
Xk
l¼1
ðq2lK20 þ q2ðlþ1ÞK20 Þ
 !
z0
¼ q1l2ð1 q2ðkþ1ÞÞðH20 þ q2ðkþ1ÞH20 Þzk;
and hence
jT0jzk ¼ q1=2l1lkþ1ðH20 þ q2ðkþ1ÞH20 Þ1=2zk:
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From L0T0 ¼ T0L0; L0K0 ¼ K0L0; AT0 ¼ T0A; AK0 ¼ K0A and L0ALn0 ¼ p2A it
follows by similar reasoning as used in Section 6.1 that there are a unitary L00 and a
self-adjoint operator A0 on the Hilbert space H00 satisfying L00H ¼ HL00; A0H ¼
HA0 and L00A0L
n
00 ¼ p2A0 such that L0zk ¼ L00zk; Azk ¼ A0zk: The representa-
tions of the relation L00A0L
n
00 ¼ p2A0 are taken from Lemma 4.2(i). Relations (100)
are treated similarly.
Carrying out the details we obtain the following list of non-trivial *-
representations of Uqðgl2ÞrOðR3qÞ:
ðIÞA;H;w: EZnkl ¼  q1=2qnl1lkþ1ðH2 þ q2ðkþ1ÞH2Þ1=2Zn;kþ1;l
þ q1=2qðnþkÞl1l2nH1wZn1;kl ;
FZnkl ¼  q1=2qnl1lkðH2 þ q2kH2Þ1=2Zn;k1;l
þ q3=2qðnþkÞl1l2ðnþ1ÞH1wZnþ1;kl ;
KZnkl ¼ qnþkHZnkl ; LZnkl ¼ Znk;lþ1;
x1Znkl ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2l2np2lAZn1;kl ;
x2Znkl ¼ q2nþ1p2lAwZnkl ;
x3Znkl ¼ qð1þ q2Þ1=2l2ðnþ1Þp2lAZnþ1;kl ;
where w; A and H are commuting self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert spaceK such
that w is unitary, H is invertible, sðAÞDðp2; 1 if po1; and sðAÞDðp2; 1 if p > 1:
The representation space is H ¼"Nn;k¼0"Nl¼NHnkl ; Hnkl ¼K:
If we omit the operator L; the last index l; the constants p2l ; and assume that A is a
strictly self-adjoint operator, then the above formulas describe non-trivial *-
representations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðR3qÞ: If we set in addition A ¼ 1 and rename xi by yi;
then we obtain *-representations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ:
The cases H ¼ 1 and H ¼ q1=2 are of particular interest. Then the above
representations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðR3qÞ are determined by the following formulas:
ðIÞA;1;w: EZnk ¼ qnk1=2l1ðq1l2ðkþ1ÞZn;kþ1 þ l2nwZn1;kÞ;
FZnk ¼ qnk1=2l1ðl2kZn;k1 þ q1l2ðnþ1ÞwZnþ1;kÞ;
KZnk ¼ qnþkZnk;
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ðIÞA;q1=2;w: EZnk ¼ qnk1l1ðq1lkþ1akþ2Zn;kþ1 þ lnanwZn1;kÞ;
FZnk ¼ qnk1l1ðlkakþ1Zn;k1 þ q1lnþ1anþ1wZnþ1;kÞ;
KZnk ¼ qnþkþ1=2Znk;
where ak :¼ ð1þ q2kÞ1=2: In both cases the operators x1; x2 and x3 act as
x1Znk ¼ ð1þ q2Þ1=2l2nAZn1;k; x2Znk ¼ q2nþ1AwZnk;
x3Znk ¼ qð1þ q2Þ1=2l2ðnþ1ÞAZnþ1;k:
Here A is a strictly positive self-adjoint operator and w is a self-adjoint unitary
operator on a Hilbert space K such that wAwn ¼ A: The representation space is
H ¼"Nn;k¼0Hnk; Hnk ¼K:
In the caseK ¼ C; H ¼ 1 the representations ðIÞA;1;w have been constructed in [F]
and [CW]. The formulas in [CW] can be obtained as follows. First we replace q by
q1: Then the algebra in [CW] becomes a *-subalgebra ofUqðsu2ÞrOðR3qÞ by setting
Xþ ¼ x1; X ¼ x3; X 3 ¼ x2; Tþ ¼ q1=2KE; T ¼ q1=2KF ; and T3 ¼
l1ðK4  1Þ: The representation in [CW] is unitarily equivalent to ðIÞA;1;w with A ¼
q12M jz0j and w ¼ sign z0 by the isomorphism Znk ¼ ð1ÞkjM;n þ M; k þ nS if
z0 > 0 and Znk ¼ ð1ÞnþkjM;n þ M; k  nS if z0o0:
Next we suppose that K ¼ C; H ¼ q1=2; w ¼71 and A > 0: Set Z :¼ 1 and
v1=2 :¼
XN
n¼0
wnqnanþ1Zn;n:
Then we have v1=2 :¼ %Fv1=2a0; %Ev1=2 ¼ 0; %Fv1=2 ¼ 0; %Kv71=2 ¼ q71=2v71=2 and
K1v71=2 ¼ q81=2v71=2: Proceeding similarly as in Theorem 6.2 it follows that
ðIÞA;q1=2;w leads to an irreducible closed *-representation of Uqðsu2ÞrOðR3qÞ such
that its restriction to Uqðsuð2ÞÞ is the direct sum of all representations Tlþ1=2 with
lAN0: In particular, ðIÞ1;q1=2;1 and ðIÞ1;q1=2;1 give inequivalent closed irreducible *-
representations of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ such that their restrictions to Uqðsu2Þ are
integrable. Obviously, both representations are not equivalent to the Heisenberg
representation.
We now close the link between the approaches in Sections 5 and 6 by describing
the Heisenberg representation ph of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ in terms of the *-representa-
tion ðIÞ1;1;w: For this we need the cases w ¼ 1 and 1:
LetK :¼ C2 and z :¼ 21=2ð1; 1ÞAC2: Let w be the diagonal matrix with diagonal
entries 1 and 1: Then, wnz ¼ 21=2ð1; ð1ÞnÞ: Put
v0 :¼ ð1 q2Þ1=2
XN
n¼0
qnwnzn;n:
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From Theorem 6.6 it follows that hðxÞ :¼ /xv0; v0S; xAOðS2qÞ; is the uniqueUqðsu2Þ-
invariant state on OðS2qÞ:
Theorem 6.6. There is a unique *-representation p of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ on the domain
D ¼ OðS2qÞv0 such that
pðEÞD Fn; pðFÞD En; pðK71ÞDðK71Þn;
and pðxÞ ¼ x; xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ; where all operators are given by ðIÞ1;1;w: The closure of
the representation p is unitarily equivalent to the Heisenberg representation ph of
Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ:
Proof. Since the proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 6.2, we sketch only
the necessary modiﬁcations. Put y#n1 :¼ yn1 and y#n1 :¼ y*
n
1 for nAN: Let
f ¼ E;F ;K ;K1: The crucial step of the proof is to show that
/y#r1 y
s
2v0; f ZnkS ¼ /ððy#r1 ys2ÞvS1ðf nÞÞv0; ZnkS ð101Þ
for s; n; k;AN0 and rAZ: The veriﬁcation of (101) is straightforward. By (101), for
any xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ the vector xv0 is in the domain of the adjoint operator f n of f and
f n acts on xv0 by f
nðxv0Þ ¼ ðxvS1ðf nÞÞv0: From the latter it follows that there is a
*-representation p of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ such that pðxÞ ¼ x and pðf Þðxv0Þ ¼
ðxvS1ðf ÞÞv0 for all xAOðSUqð2ÞÞ and fAUqðsu2Þ: Since pðf Þv0 ¼ Eðf Þv0 and jjv0jj ¼
1; h is a Uqðsu2Þ-invariant state. Hence the closure of p is unitarily equivalent to the
Heisenberg representation ph of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ: &
Let p0 denote the *-representation ðIÞ1;1;w of Uqðsu2ÞrOðS2qÞ on the dense
domain D0 :¼ LinfZnk; n; kAN0g and let pn0 be its adjoint representation ([S,
Deﬁnition 8.1.4]). Then p is just the restriction of pn0 to the subdomain D ¼ OðS2qÞv0:
Since the adjoint representation is not a *-representation in general, the fact that p is
*-preserving has to be proved. In fact, this was done by verifying formula (101).
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